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UCB holds hearing;
no final action taken
BY JACK LYONS
The five students who
disrupted General Electric
interviews at alumni hall last
November had their hearing
before the University Conduct
Board last Tuesday, but no action
was taken. Appearing before the
board in a packed Murray

Nursing students met last week to draft letter of grievances to Dean Foley. She responded yesterday and
debate on the issues continues today. Photo by Dan Natchek.

Nurses hear Foley on issues;
no easy solution
When Foley arrived to a
PAT DAHME
packed Higgins 304, she read a
A special meeting of the letter which cited an existant
Nursing Student Organization "curriculum committee" which
held yesterday to take action on was formed in September to
Dean Foley's response to their "review thoroughly the courses in
Feb. 2 demands for curriculum Fundamentals of Nursing,
changes resulted in lengthy Medical-Surgical Nursing, and
discussion but little action. A Care of the Aging." This
subcommittee to study the committee, initiated as a
problems and grievances of self-study venture, is composed
Nursing was proposed by the largely of faculty and includes
dean, but voting did not occur. two students. It anticipates the
The Nursing controversy arose
arrival of the National League of
when the NSO and the Nursing Nursing
Accreditation in
Student Senate began to sense the September, 1970, when the
"frustration and growing dissent school will be evaluated for
within the student body," as the
re-accreditation. Foley suggested
Feb. 2 letter read. The specific that improvements be suggested
grievances were:
to that body; the nursing students
"1. liberal arts courses are were
dissatisfied with its progress.
taught by professors assigned to
The nursing students,
the School of Nursing;
"2. we have no opportunity to nevertheless, pressed their
determine the sequence of liberal demands, and Foley responded by
arts courses and selection of claiming that she has no control
professors except for a limited over the professors sent to the
number of courses in our last year School of Nursing by the
chairmen of the departments.
at the university;
"3. the block system of the
The nursing students were also
university and the School of dissatisfied with any proposed
Nursing are incompatible;
wait for the report from the
"4. to achieve individual University Committee on Liberal
academic enrichment the Education (UNCLE), which plans
alternatives have been to enroll in to offer a revised university
the evening college, the summer structure for curriculum.
The letter Foley read called for
school or another university."
In meeting with the dean, the "the establishment of a special
nurses explained that since the committee of five students and
upperclass nursing students are in two faculty members to review
hospital training three consecutive the scheduling problem of junior
days of the week, they are unable year as now structured and to
to take courses in the block recommend ways of dealing with
system, which usually lists courses the problem which will safeguard
on alternating days of the week. the professional education and
Also, the core literal arts courses ameliorate the conditions
and core nursing courses together regarding the liberal arts courses
allow only two electives to be to which students are objecting."
taken in 'senior year, out of the Since this group was not expected
entire four year program.
to report back in April, the
The dean assured one freshman nursing students neither accepted
that she couid elect her English nor rejected it. A quorum no
required course, as of last longer existed, so a vote could not
September. The new policy be taken. It was the sense
of the
instituted then, however only remaining students that action
allows for a selection of professor could still be taken now to correct
in the theology required courses, the situation, so the meeting was
while professors continue to be adjourned until 5:00 pm today
assigned for all other required when the NSO plans to meet again
courses, including English.
with the dean.

BY MICHAEL BERKEY AND

Election Board
statement
We the Election Board wish to
clarify the misconceptions
concerning the eligibility of Kevin
Hackett in the UGBC presidential
campaign. Unfair rumors can only
be dealt with by facts, which are:
Election procedures stipulate a
$100 ceiling on presidential
campaignexpenditures.
Kevin Hackett's expenditures
have been verified at $91.57.

has the right to a public or private
hearing. The five persons involved
in the case opted for an open
hearing. He also added that there
was difficulty in that the board
was unsure of what procedures
should be followed.
Open hearings of UCB are a
rarity. The last one was the case
involving the Heights editors in
Conference Room, John Laßufa,
Tom Gallagher, Bill Moriarity, Jim the Bill Baird birth control
Foy, and Mark Lance were controversy. Therefore, there was
charged with "interfering with the a delay in the start of the
individual rights of a student," proceedings as technical
and that they "forcibly entered difficulties had to be ironed out.
The prosecution was headed by
the offices of Walter Boudreau
(President of the Alumni) and Fr. Hanrahan, who was assisted by
Gregory Donaldson, the directors Mr. Schrum of the Speech Dept.
of placement for BC, in order to
Flynn made it a point to have
disrupt GE interviews. The the five called "respondents" to
charges were brought against them an inquiry, not "defendants"
in
by Rev. Edward Hanrahan, S. J., a case. When Arono, clad in bright
dean of students. Fr. Hanrahan red suspenders, asked the board if
asked that the students be they would agree to reserving the
censured for their actions.
right of allocution, a final
The UCB was chaired by Dean statement by a defendant for the
Christopher Flynn, of the School five, they sat in silence.
of Management; the other
While they were taking time to
membersof the Board were: Prof. confer on this matter, one of the
Ernest Siciliano (Romance students went through the crowd
Languages), Prof. Robert Williams
passing out free bags of pretzels.
(Sociology), Prof. Thomas Perry
The audience laughed at the
(History), and two students, Tom
unsureness of the board and the
Goodman (A&S '70) and Mark
circus atmosphere. The audience
Shanahan(A&S '71).
was extremely sympathetic to the
The defense was conducted by five.
students from the BC, Law School,
Whenever the defense seemed
Victor Arono and Larry Brenner, to score points on the
and by Tom Noonan (A&S '70). prosecution, especially on Flynn,
When asked if he thought an there was applause. Flynn mocked
open hearing was really necessary, the audience for their behavior.
Shanahan responded that each He reminded the audience that
student brought before the board (continued on page 7)
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vs. ackett
Kiefr H
BY PAT MCGOWAN
AND BOB FAUBERT
Tom Kieffer and Kevin
Hackett, separated by fifty-eight

Kieffer said that he might
change some specifics, but the
general trend of his campaign will
be the same. He did not say what
votes, topped seven presidential the specifics were, but said he
candidates in the undergraduate would consult with Moriarity
elections last Friday.
about this matter. Kieffer tallied 478 votes to
Hackett said that he would not
Hackett's 420. In the modify what he had said before.
He said that he would expand his
original platform. This means, he
said, that he would more fully
elaborate on the issues which he
has already brought up.
Kieffer plans to make the
UGBC a "focal point of students
organizing and of their life style."
He believes that UGBC should be
a center in which student opinion
can be solicited, and where
student activity of a community
nature initiated. Students, he said,
should be the voice in making
decisions which will affect them

involvement and university
reform.
In the area of community
involvement he calls for university
support of rent control, the
resignation of Judge Henry Leen
as Chairman of the Board of
Directors, and the expansion of
community related activities such

directly.

race, Bill
Morjarity, who ran with Kieffer,
got 670 votes, and Dave Pellow
received 358 votes. Kieffer did
not think that the stronger vote
for his vice presidential running
mate had any real significance.
Neither candidate plans to alter
his platform significantly.
vice-presidential

Hackett favors a rearrangement
of UGBC's priorities. He believes
that in this past year, UGBC was
too socially oriented, to the
exclusion of campus problems. He
says that because the social
machinery has been set up, UGBC
is ready to return its attention to
the campus.
Kieffer's platform covers two
major areas: community

as PULSE.
On campus, the Kieffer
platform backs student academic
freedom in the way of

university-wide cross registration,
fifty per cent student
representation in all tenure
decisions, and programs of
(continued on page 15)
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Girls in Ecstasy
A slide lecture of"The
Apparitions of Garabandal", and
colored movies of The Girls in
Ecstasy, will be presented by Mrs.

Maria Carmela Saraco, 76 Norman
Rd., Brockton, Mass, on February
12, 7 p.m. at The Stop & Shop

(Hospitality Room), 200 Boylston
St. (on Rt. 9) - one block from

Valle's Steak House, Chestnut
Hill, Mass.

Mrs. Saraco will speak on the
Warning, The Great Miracle, and
the Condition of the Punishment,
which will come if the warning
and message are not heeded by
the world. The whole world is
invited. FREE.

Katz this one
Summer research and field
positions in a Social
Welfare Research Institute will
be available to Boston College
students. Salaries will range
from $100 to $160 per week.
work

Applications and resumes
should be sent to the Institute
of Human Sciences, McGuinn
Hall. Law School students
should see either Dean Drinan
or Professor Katz before
applying.

Hockell

...try Theology Corny
A

subcommittee of

the

Educational Policy Committee of
the Collegeof Arts and Sciences is

interested in hearing the opinions
of any member of the BC
community on the subject of
theology courses and the core
curriculum. The subcommittee,
chaired by Prof. Brian J. Cudahy
(Philosophy), plans to hold its
next meeting Thursday, Feb. 12,
at 1:30 p.m. in the third floor
lounge of McGuinn Hall. Students
or faculty wishing to address this
meeting are asked to contact Prof.
Cudahy (Carney 268, ext. 748),
to arrange details.

Money-philes
Applications for financial aid
for 1970-71 are available at the
Financial Aid Office.
Applications must be filed by
March t, 1970 in order to be
considered for aid. Parents'
Confidential Statements should
be filed in advance of this
date. Mass. State Scholarship
applications are also available.
All Massachusetts residents
applying to BC for aid should
also file
with
the

WVBC radio will present a
special exclusive AM broadcast of
the BC-Cornell hockey game
Saturday night at 7:50 with Dave
Pearlman providing the
play-by-play and John DiGiorgio
the color. It can be heard on 640
AM, in McElroy Foyer and in the
Eagle's Nest. Most games, both
home and away in hockey and
basketball are regularly covered
by

'VBC.

BCaY'sPBStL CR
On Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 4:30
there will be a meeting of the
Young Peoples' Socialist League
in Brett Conference Room. The
housing situation at BC, the
establishment of a YPSL
newspaper, and the organizational
details of the upcoming YPSL
educational conference will be
discussed. Old members and new
should come.

Entered as second class material at
the Newtonvilte, Massachusetts
Post Office.
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Not a Skimming Method
You Definitely Read Every Word
Come See a Free, Live
Demonstration by Students
BRING A BOOK!
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MON, FEB. 2: 4 & 7 P.M.
THURS., FEB. 5: 4 & 7 P.M.
WED., FEB. 11: 4 & 7 P.M.
TUES., FEB. 24: 4 & 7 P.M.

CHAUNCY HALL SCHOOL
2001 Beacon St.
At Cleveland Circle!
(1 block from Commonwealth Ave.)
617/876/9029
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13 for UGBC president and
vice-president in the following
locations: A&S, Lyons Foyer,

better & battery

SOM,

From this point hence, shovels
and battery jumpers will be
available for students under duress
in the night office on the upper
campus, and in the skate room in
McHugh Forum. This equipment
will be dispensed by BC ID only.

3rd floor Fulton; Ed.,

general absolution. The regular 11
p.m. Mass will be celebrated by
Father Plocke.

Campion Foyer; Nurs., Cushing
Foyer.

Artsy
The Stylus, the university
literary magazine is accepting
manuscripts for publication in
McElroy 116. All forms of
literary and visual art will be

Sunshine
"The Reign of the Wonderful,
Super-Duper Sunshine, Happy
Hat" (A
Poka Goofy Lin«d
musical Evening for Aging
Children) will appear at Middle
Earth on Saturday, Feb. 14, at 8
& 10 p.m.

considered.

The

deadline

for

the coming issue is February
18, 1970.

Craftsy

.

The US Army ROTC is
accepting applications for the
two-year ROTC program until
February 27, 1970. Interested
Sophomores, Seniors and
graduate students may contact
the Boston College ROTC in

Meet the Res
Informal open discussions will
be held weekly in Haley House on
Hammond St. with notable
faculty and administrators
present. Sponsored by Haley
House residents and the Cultural
Committee, the discussions will be
held Sundays at 8 p.m. and are
open to the entire community.

Room 102, Roberts Center.

Off your Ash
On Ash Wednesday, Feb. 11,
there will be distribution of ashes
after the 11, 12, and 1 o'clock
Masses at St. Mary's Chapel, and
at the following times in St.
Joseph's Chapel: 8:15 - 9 a.m.;
11:15
11:45 a.m.; 12:30 - 1
p.m.; 5:15
6 p.m. On Ash
Wednesday night at 10:30, there
will be a penance service,
consisting of appropriate prayers,
private confession, followed by

Eface the Nation
There will be a debate between
the presidential and
vice-presidential candidates on
Wednesday, Feb. 11 from 3:30 to
5:30 in Fulton 412. The debate
will also be carried on WVBC.
Final elections will be held on
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 12 and

-

-

DeOmFappers
The Freshman Assistance
Program (FAP) is now accepting
applications from freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors in the
College of Arts and Sciences for
Freshman assistants during the
1970-71 academic year.
For FAP application forms,
contact the Office of Counseling
(Gasson 114), present Freshman
assistants, or members of the A&S
student senate. The deadline for
applying is February 27.

Graphic traffic
The London Graphic Arts
Group of Detroit, which has held

four successful

art

Brown lives
Joseph Brown, a Jesuit
scholastic who is studying
theology at Marquette, will read
from his poems on Thursday, Feb.
26 at 8 p.m. in the McGuinn
Faculty Lounge.

Math and
S
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C
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IBM
be
will
.

interviewing
on campus

March 6
We'd like to talk to you
if you're interested
in a career in

science and engineering,
programming, or marketing.
Sign upatyour
placement office.
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ATLANTIC SCHOOL of
ACCELERATED READINGINC.
507Fifth Avenue New York. N.Y.
IOOI7 212/697/5895

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM

exhibits on

campus in recent years, will
present an exhibit of more than
400 graphics spanning the history
of the print from Rembrandt to
Matisse. Under the sponsorship of
the Humanities Series, the show
will be held in Resident Student's
Lounge, McElroy, on Feb. 11 and
12, from 9t05. It will be free and
open to the public.
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Telephone bill $300,000;
new system to cut costs
BY TOM KELLY
The Communications Office
has announced several
improvements in the BC
telephone system, including a new
billing code number, a telephone
information center, telephone
and
diversion
equipment,
additional phones for the upper
campus dorms.
BC in one of the oldest
customers of the Telephone
Company in New England. During
this time, the college has
over
1300
accumulated
telephones, connected by fifteen
miles of wires and cables.
According to David Stockman,
Director of
Administrative
Services, the phone system had
never been inspected until
recently. The inspection exposed
the fact that thousands of dollars
per month are being wasted due
to excessive abuse.
The main fault appears to be
with the faculty, along with a
number of students who are
placing personal calls all over the
country. On account of this, the
communications office has been
forced to change many of the
existing systems.

Effective as of February 15,
the present billing code will be
changed. This code is one of the
main reasons why the phone bill is
so high.
BC's telephonebill for last year
totaled close to $300,000. Of this
amount, $84,000 is the rental fee
for telephones, switchboards,
wires, and cables. The remainder
is composed of individual calls
made by the entire university, and
outsiders.
In going over the monthly
university phone bill which
averages over 900 pages,
Stockman was amazed at the
number of calls which could not
be accounted for.
This is due primarily to college
members and outsiders who are
charging their personal calls to the
present billing code.
For example, a group of
hippies out on the West Coast
obtained the billing code, and
made numerous calls exceeding

$4,000. Another investigation
revealed that one individual had
placed over fifty calls in one

month from

Columbia, South

Carolina to the Dean of A&S.
Telephone security people have
been ordered by Stockman to
investigate these and other

incidents.

Other popular areas that
people are calling include
Ashland, Kentucky; Dubuque,
Iowa; and in one case, the capital
of Iceland, Reykjavik. Under
the new billing code system deans,
chairmen, and department heads
will produce a list of people who
are authorized to make long
distance calls. These people will
keep track of all the calls they
make, and at the end of the
month compare the list with the
actual phone bill. All calls
unaccounted for will be traced
and appropriate sanctions
imposed, emphasized the
communications office.
The Speech Department had a
phone bill for the month of
September totaling $750. Last
month, after various changes, the
bill had decreased to $400.
The communications office
said they have ordered a
telephone information center
which would be a part of the
switchboard installation. The
hoped objective of this is to
relieve the telephone operators of
unnecessary calls.
Also on order is toll diversion
equipment which will allow direct
access to toll operators of the
telephone company which will be
in a position to process toll calls
promptly.
the
According to
communications office, the
telephone people have conducted
an extensive survey of the quality
of the existing equipment. Repairs
have been made and more
improvements are expected in the

future.

In order to reorganize the
internal communication system,
the communications office has
hired the services of Mr. Howard
Bronstein who will be here for the
next six months.

Student heads pysch
BY PAUL DILLON
The new Executive Committee
of the Psychology Department
elected a student, Joseph
Cirincione (A&S, '71), as its
temporary moderator during its
first meeting last Thursday.
At the meeting, which lasted
almost three hours, the committee
established general procedure,
agreed to have public minutes
posted, and decided to elect thenexecutive officer on Feb. 9.
The committee was decided on
as the governing body of the
Psychology Department by
faculty and student
representatives on Feb. 1. The
reorganization of the
Department's administration came
in the wake of Dr. John yon
Felsinger's resignation and
demands of the black caucus for a
more democratic structure.
Last week the members of the
committee were elected by the
various factions they represent.
Joseph Cirincione and Dan Hurley
(A&S, '70) were chosen cy the

group

undergraduate majors to represent
them until April. Dr. William
Ryan, Dr. Norm Berkowitz and
Dr. Murray Horwitz are the senior
faculty representatives and Dr.
Edward Reynolds, Dr. Brian
Morgan, and Dr. Jane Moosbruker
are the junior faculty
representatives. The graduate
students elected Linda
Brockington and John Terry.
Caffoy Fergeson and Gary
Sullivan represent the Black
Graduate Student Caucus.
Thursday's meeting was held in
response to a statement issued by
Deans Aronoff, (Grad A&S),
Donovan, (Faculties),and Hughes,
(A&S), which asked the members
of the Executive Committee to
decide on its powers and to elect
an executive officer. The
statement also said that no more
students would be accepted into
the graduate program until
definite policies concerning
admittance and the program itself
are agreed on by the department.

Mr. Bronstein, along with other
college officials, emphasize that
the policy on the use of telephone
equipment and services by the
University personal is clearly
stated by the Federal

Government.

That is, in order for BC to keep
their tax exemption, only
telephone calls related to
University Business are permitted.
With this in mind, it is possible to
construe excessive use of the
telephone system as an attempt to
evade a ten percent federal tax on
telephone service.
The communications office has
acknowledged that if any such
case should arise, the concerned
individual will be turned over to
the Federal authorities.
Another widely held
misconception is that local calls
are free, as is the case with private
phones. "The University gets
nothing for free from the
telephone company," remarked
Stockman.
BC does not have any free
message units, no free tolls calls,
and no reduction in any
Telephone Company charges
because it is tax exempt.
The communications office
pointed out that for this reason,
every call is measured., For

BC's finest are hard at work tracing down the sources of about
$216,000 worth of long distance calls made from BC to such dark and
distant places as Reykjavik, Iceland. Photo by Dan Natchek.

example, a one message unit call
to Boston for five minutes will
cost five cents. The message units
used in the month ' ending
December 17 were 71,400.
School officials are asking the
college community to use the
campus telephone directory in
obtaining phone numbers to
relieve an already overloaded
switchboard.

The communications office has
asked all those concerned to
refrain from calling the University
in regards to "no school"
announcements. Such
announcements will be
broadcasted over most major
radio stations.
The officials have asked that
regarding defective equipment to
(continued on page 16)

Nixon veto tightens loans
Nursing students feel the pinch
BY PAT MCGOWAN
Additional funds for nursing
students remain dim in view of
President Nixon's refusal to sign
the Health, Education, and
Welfare appropriations bill.
According to Philip Steinkrauss,
Assistant Director of Financial
Aid, action taken by the federal
government in September to
decrease funds available under the
Manpower Development and
Training Program had forced
Boston College to halve loans
awarded to 725 nursing students
in September. Steinkrauss said
that the university then received
only $75,000 of the $150,000
originally anticipated for nursing
loans.
The financial aid office
awarded loans amounting to
$180,000 last summer. As in the
past, the financial commitments
were based on estimates of
available federal funds released by
the local Health, Education, and
Welfare panel. Each college in the
area submits a request for
government assistance to HEW
during the summer. The local
panel correlates the requests with
the funds available and informally
determines the amount of aid
each school will receive. If a
college finds its share of the funds
inadequate to meet its needs, it
may appeal the panel's decision.
HEW indicated last August that
BC could expect $150,000 for the
academic year 1969-1970. The
university assumed that this figure
was reliable and awarded loans
slightly in excess of that amount.
Steinkrauss explained that the
withdrawal of individual students
compensated for the $30,000
discrepancy.

In September, however, HEW
advised Boston Colege that it
could only guarantee $75,000 for

nursing loans, half the original
estimate, because the Nixon
Administration intended to cut
the budget for Manpower
Development and Training.
The university permitted
nursing students to sign for one
half of their loans in September,
which is the normal procedure.
However, at the same time, the
financial aid office informed them
that it might be forced to revoke
loans promised for second

semester.
The, university continued to
hope that more funds would be
forthcoming until Nixon's veto,
sustained by the House of
Representatives last week,
"crushed those hopes," said
Steinkrauss.
Steinkrauss emphasized that
BC is making every effort "to
fulfill its financial commitments"
to the nursing students. The
financial aid personnel have
attempted to secure more
favorable legislation by
participating in the education
lobby in Washington. In addition,
they contacted congressmen in
the students' home districts and
sent telegrams to Senators
Kennedy and Brooke and Speaker
of the House McCormick.
Steinkrauss said he sees "a
glimmer of hope" in the
possibility of a compromise
measure providing $443 million
for HEW projects.
The financial aid office has also
urged nursing students to apply
for grants and loans from
alternate sources. The students
can work through local banks to
obtain federal-state guaranteed
loans under the state-sponsored
Higher Education Loans Program
(HELP!). Although these loans
cannot be cancelled by field
service (such as teaching, etc.) no

interest accrues to the student
until after graduation. He is given
ten years to repay the loan.
The HEW also gave BC special
permission to use surplus
Educational Opportunity Grant
funds to supplement revoked
nursing loans. The panel requires,
however, that any nurse receiving
aid under this program (previously
applicable to A&S, Education,
and SOM) must qualify under
rigid financial-need guidelines.
Another alternative is the
tuition aid program established by
BC in conjunction with the
Shawmut Bank.
Although BC did not
over-commit itself in awarding
National Defense Loans,
diminishing funds have forced the
university to deny additional
requests from needy students.

Steinkrauss said 369 students
from all four schools are awaiting
action on requests for greater
financial assistance. However, he
predicted that funds "will remain
tight throughout the Nixon
years."

Corrections
The Heights wishes to
apologize for failing to credit
photographer Henry Ellis with the
picture on page 25 of the Feb. 3
issue. We're sorry, Henry. It won't
happen again.
In a story on the Nursing

School (Feb. 3), The Heights
stated that in October, the nurses
"requested a review of their
position at BC and a response to
their problems." The story should
have stated that the nurses
requested a review of compulsory
class attendance.
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EDITORIALS
B
oTrhiatfel C-Five
Finally the BC-Five has been brought to trial for their evidently disregarded by the Board in their desire to have
actions last November against the General Electric
recruiters. The first time the administration tried to
prosecute the Five, the University Conduct Board was
foiled by its own procedures, and only succeeded in making
one of its members look very foolish in adjourning a
meeting which had never begun.
The trial itself was a comedy, with both sides following
procedures so closely that the reasons they were there at
times seemed to be lost.
The report which has reached this office, that the Five
will receive punishments worse than mere .censure is,
however, not so funny. In doing so, the Board has chosen
to ignore the underlying reasons for the BC-Five's actions,
and instead has reserved itself only to the questions of the
law. Fr. W. Seavey Joyce's message to students in the front
of BC's University Student Guide, acknowledging "the
criminal lack of institutional response to society's ills" was

A

"justice" served. The justice of General Electric recruiters
being present on campus during a strike did not concern the
Board.
The Board has also refused to make their decision
known anytime before yesterday or today, with the
knowledge that their actions would prevent the entire
student body from hearing the decision for perhaps another
week. The Heights, the proper organ for disseminating such
information, was denied proper access to even the most
general information about the nature of the Board's
decision, by Christopher Flynn, Associate Dean of SOM.
We hope that all students will understand the
importance of what the University Conduct Board has
done, and that they will rally to the side of the BC-Five.
Only in this way will the real issues in the case be discussed
and resolved.

chance for Nursing

1,2,3,4 can I
have a little more

BY JOE MCDONOUGH
A huge specially lit portrait of Boston's own Cardinal can no longer be tolerated, and rhetoric about UNCLE What hath God wrought?
Cushing stares down at the visitor who enters the main door cannot be used to thwart reform
Perhaps in a thousand years, when archeologists are
to Cushing Hall. One floor below, the Student Lounge, with
There can be little doubt that personalities have to some excavating the ruins of the cities of the twentieth century,
they will come upon the above cartoon in the rubble of
its bright orange and blue lounge chairs and its crepe degree or other added to the nurses' feeling of dissatispaper-covered bulletin board neatly divided into five faction. There is among the nurses the overwhelming feeling Boston or New York. Perhaps it will not interest them at
all-they may think it an obscure example of our decadent
sections (one for each year, including R.N.), immediately that the dean, regardless of her understandably tight schereality
inaccessible
students.
dule,
respectable
high
days.
school
is in
to
reminds one of the
era. It is this, and more.
But the issue is larger than personalities now. The issue
Who is the old man inside the glass box? Sirnplistically
Until very recently, the students of the School of now revolves around a badly needed change in the
speaking, one could dismiss him as representing the Silent
Nursing have blended perfectly with their surroundings. university's block system that block system that will allow
Majority of Richard Nixon. But that means one disregards
The issue responsible for the change-the lack of quality in the nurses (who are only on campus two days a week) a
some important ideas present in the picture. Isn't it
their liberal arts courses-is one that has existed for years wider selection in their choice of liberal arts courses. We important that the box which he is sitting in bears a
now, and has gone unnoticed in the larger university hope that the nurses do not back down now, and we pledge remarkably strong resemblance to Gardol, the invisible
community. That ignorance must be paid for now. Delays our full support of their legitimate claims.
shield of Colgate toothpaste?
The importance of the numbers at the bottom of the
glass box cannot be ingored. The trinity has never been so
beautifully expressed. The poetry which flows throught the
mind and body of R. Cobb has finally and totally reached
his stylus.
A-B-C has to be among the masterpieces of editorial
The primary elections for President and Vice-President nursing and education. He admits that during the cartoon art. It is here that R. Cobb brought in his apparent
knowledge of the theology of Karl Rahner. Not only has
of UGBC are over, and in both contests the attitude of the
Fitzpatrick administration, not enough was done in the
knowledgeable
Cobb used Rahner's profound statements on the existence
electorate, and their desire for serious,
problems which beset the average student. Kieffer, too,
candidates is readily apparent. The campaign itself wasrun wants to see
of man, but he has actually succeeded in presenting them in
UGBC involved in the students' lives.
the simplest possbile terms. As Rahner has said, "the world
on issues entirely, a far cry from those of two or more years "UGBC," said Kieffer, "should be the focal
point of
ago. The only candidate who did not address his campaign students organizing and of their life .style."
is not so constructed that only the more stupid become
to any issues came in fifth in the presidential race, and
There are no real differences in the two candidates as superiors." Cobb has said this, and more. And yet it took
hopefully marked the end of campaigns run solely on
regards the specific problems of women on campus. Kieffer Cobb only three small letters in his drawing.
personal appeal.
The amazing thing about Cobb is that he goes on,
has in his platforms up to this point addressed himself
The issues themselves probably decided theresults in the repeatedly to these problems. Hackett, though he admits pouring out idea upon idea until the drawing is covered
race. Palac was definitely hurt by his dismissal of the
ignorance on the specifics of these areas, is aware that there with statements on man and his condition. And yet the
obvious problems which women face at Boston College.
are problems here. Likewise, both are aware of the feeling one gets from the drawing is that of a wasteland.
Rory O'Connor, running on a platform which stated that
questions concerning housing and UGBC's possible power There is so much in so little artwork. What talent! Ah, such
politics were irrelevant and that life style was more
a mind!
role on campus.
important than the issues, was defeated, probably for those
The small Gardol box in the background is a classic.
in
then,
very reasons that he ran.
major
The
occur
the candidates What is it for?--it is waiting, inevitably, for the small boy. It
differences,
The two candidates going into the final elections, Tom views on fund-raising for the University and the life style of was St. Thomas Aquinas who said "the good must be done,
Kieffer and Kevin Hackett, both took the elections and the students today. Hackett wants the University to go out and and the bad must be avoided." But again, R. Cobb moves
issues involved in the elections very seriously. The final solicit funds from the government and businesses. We ahead with skill and grace. Inspiration is a gift from the
election itself begs for comparison with last year's elections, question the wisdom of this practice, especially in regards heavenly father. There is no other answer.
when Joe Fitzpatrick, a moderate, was running vs. Tom to the recent disturbances resulting from the presence of
The small boy is bouncing a black and white rubber
a
ball-evidently
Gallagher, member of SDS. This year, however, things are GE recruiters on campus. Businesses may try to exercise
a yin-yang symbol. The grin on his face can
different, and the analogy does not work out perfectly. For controls over the schools where their monies are going, and only be compared to Leonardo's "Mona Lisa." It is so
instance, Hackett would avoid the label of moderate, and in the freedom of students would definitely be hampered in mysterious and indefinable, yet it expresses the youngster's
fact is very quick to point out the areas in which he and such a situation.
attitude completely.
Fitzpatrick differ. Keiffer, too, would avoid the label of last
The boy is outside of the box that is waiting for him in
As for life style, Kieffer is more than aware of the "new
year's election, the "SDS candidate," and he is insistent on student" who is now studying at BC. Unfortunately, the background. He has a long way to go till he arrives
the fact that he is running on issues rather than any Hackett has not himself showed any awareness of the there. How could Cobb have drawn so profoundly, unless
pre-attached labels.
change which has occurred. This change must be reflected he understood the complex theories of Giordano Bruno?
Both candidates agree that UGBC should be more in the in the student government. It is not clear that it would be
And the black cloud. Everything is present in it. Not
forefront of struggles which involve students. Hackett feels reflected in a government led by Kevin Hackett.
only does it express the moral dilemma of the existentialist
that UGBC should concern itself with the issues of the
For these two reasons, The Heights is supporting Tom philosophers, but it could also
seen as a complete
campus primarily, and he mentioned such areas as housing, Kieffer for UGBC President.
negation of Heidegger.
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LETTERS
Rainy-day Women
To the Editor:
Recent protests from the School of Nursing point up
some pressing unfinished business to which this community
must soon address itself. It remains the incredible fact that
the School has remained something of an idiot child in the
Boston College family. Among the objectives of the new
president of UGBC should be examination and
improvement of the position of women here.
Nurses protest-quite rightly, I believe-their systematic
exclusion from other parts of the university. Locational and
educational separation have stoked tensions, and now
nurses demand what is only their due-the right to full and
imaginative participation in the life of this university. Their
long and embarrassing catalogue of grievances should be
acted upon immediately.
Why nurses should have access to other colleges only on
the present piecmeal basis is incomprehensible. Why
administrative intransigence regarding demands for liberal
arts curriculum reform persists, remains unexplained. Why
intensive co-operation between nurses, their School's
administrators and the students and administrators of other
parts of the community could not devise some more
effective means for integrating nurses into the intellectual
and social life of this school continues unanswered.
Among the UGBC candidates Tom Kieffer seems to have
confronted this problem with admirable directness. He
protests the discrimination against women underlying many
of Nursing's problems. He advocates increased enrollment
of women in other schools of Boston College, a hardly
novel but nevertheless appealing idea. He seeks to demolish
the male provincialism endemic to this school.
However much one may disagree with his other
views-and he says things with which reasonable people may
disagree-on this issue Mr. Kieffer's position seems to merit,
if not editorial support, at least your careful consideration.
The problems of women at this school are but part of a
broader complex of inadequacies which this university
could remedy. To their swift resolution the new UGBC
president should address himself.
Very truly yours,
Stephen R. Roop (A+S, '71)

Masters of War
TO THE EDITOR:
I address myself to the letter of Mr. Francis Close (Feb.
3) entitled "Christian Soldiers?". In the event that my
statements be misunderstood, I make it clear that I speak
not for the United States Army, the ROTC or the Roman
Catholic Church. Unfortunately, my qualifications enable
me to speak only for myself.
I too was in attendance at the UAS meeting in which the
ROTC question was under discussion andvoted on. Senator
Schmidt did, as I recall "entertain the idea that the ROTC
officers exert a humanizing influence on the army." This
notion is, I feel, quite sound in that the majority of today's
platoon leaders are ROTC graduates and in essence, it is
indeed their attitudes and decisions which govern the lives
of our soldiers at the most critical moments. The influence
is evident. But in response to the question posed, I am not
familiar with any survey indicating that "the educated kill
better."
This, however, is not the major issue. The crux of Mr.
Close's argument rests on a point which would be well
discussed and treated by students and scholars, namely, the
Christian ethic as related to the Army, "in general" and the
problem of war, "in general." If we are to write off war as
"Un-Christian" and universally condemn soldiers as
heathens, what of the many other evils in society? Does not
the Christian ethic condemn usury? And is not usury at the
base of our entire system of economy? Thus, we should
condemn the stock market as immoral, along with our
father's paychecks, right?
I submit that war, at present, is just as hate, hunger and
suffering, an unalterable facet of the human condition
known to some of us as the "big, bad world" and to others
as "reality." It exists. It is hardly to be blamed on those
who wage it. Neither the United States, the Army nor the

ROTC left us the legacy of war. This was done by the first
rational animal who turned to foul means in pursuit of a
desirable end. We cannot uproot the hatred manifest
through war by plucking at those who would protect us
from it.
I must plead ignorance to the "traditional Catholic
teaching" of the medieval Aquinas. I am however familiar
with Ignatius of Loyola who patterned the rules of his
Society of Jesus after military regulations and practices
with which he had become acquainted as a soldier. And I
suggest to you, Mr. Close, that it is these rules which
theoretically govern the "Catholic university" of which you
and I are students. In fact, if we are to stand on the
"traditional" outlook of Catholicism towards war, I exhort
you to examine early modern and Middle-Ages history. The
Christian facility with war as a habitual solution throughout
history is really fascinating.
I suggest that you might do both of us, as well as our
children and their children, a great service by eliminating
hatred, violence and war from the human condition. I
enjoin you to realize that until such time as you can achieve
this goal, your criticisms of the men who stand ready to die
for you anywhere in the world at a moment's notice is
rather vain, pointless and ignorant. The pestilence of war is
no more the manufacture of the military profession than of
you or I. Thank you; and good luck.
James McMahon (A&S, '73)

Sad-eyed Lady
Dear Editor:
When conditions become intolerable, it becomes
necessary to expose and change them.
The junior primary (those preparing to teach K-3) and
special education majors have been grouped together for
their required methods courses. As a result there are 100
students in reading methods, at least 80 in music methods,
and around 100 in art and speech methods. Not only are
classrooms so overcrowded that late-comings students are
forced to stand and sit on the floor, but teachers have
found conditions impossible for teaching.
One teacher has proposed to train a small number of
students and to let them train their peers. While this
solution is far from ideal, it indicates that one conscientious
professor is trying to improve the situation.
These methods courses are considered necessary by the
School of Ed and they are required for state certification.
Much of the blame for the existing situation has been
placed by the administration on the opening of education
courses to the university, and the "larger" number of
primary-elementary majors this year. But we have reason to
believe that this has very little to do with the present
circumstances since: 1. there are very few (less than five)
non-majors in the methods courses; 2. the same conditions
of overcrowding existed last year; 3. we also pre-registered
last year. Therefore the university should have been
prepared for the large number.
Our dean tells us that he requested nine new faculty
members and the budget he received allowed for the hiring
of two. We feel that the faculty-student ratio of 1:14
(stated on p. 12 of Boston College: The Jesuit University:
1970-71 Undergraduate Entrance Bulletin) should apply in
these required courses. It is one thing to elect a large class,
but another to be required to take it and stay in it.
Under these circumstances, emergency measures must be
taken. We request immediate action.
Boston College claims "a tradition of concern for the
individual" (p.41 of the Entrance Bulletin). We wonder if
concern might in this case lead to a solution.
A proposed solution to one of the courses-Reading
Methods- has been announced by the School of Ed
administration, but we have reason to believe that this will
be quite unacceptable to a great number of the students.
We have expressed the dissatisfaction which we believe
to be the attitude of our fellow majors.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Checrallah (Ele. Ed. '71)
Madeline Nazzaro (Special Ed. '71)

'

BD's 115th Dream
To the Editor:
I object very strongly to the attitude which The Heights
takes in regard to the letters which it prints. Why do you
have to print some nonsensical headline every week?
Sometimes it even looks like you print letters merely to
fill up space on your page. White space is not really all that
bad. Now don't get me wrong, I'm not a racist, I don't
object to a lot of black ink on a page, but sometimes you
guys go too far.
BC has a lot of problems. Just look at the campaign for
UGBC president and you'll know what I mean. Why don't
you people ever get involved in national issues. Last year
you never once printed a letter about the marriage of Jackie
Kennedy (I shudder at the thought of her new name).
B.D. '61

Memphis Blues Again
To the Editor;
Tufts University this year ended the first semester on
Dec. 20, 1969 and began the second semester on Feb. 2,
1970. How would you like a semester break like that? Do
you really want to spend three wasted weeks after Labor
Day waiting for school to begin? Wouldn't you like to come
back from Christmas and start the second semester? Well,
start speaking out!
The next year's University Calendar is essentially the
same as this years' claendar except: school starts on
September 21st, Christmas vacation is two weeks long,
there are two weeks of classes between Christmas and the
start of exams (which are a complete waste of time), and
our semester break is a big three days and one weekend. It's
time the students started getting a break in the scheduling.
Most schools in the East start classes around Labor Day and
end the first semester before Christmas. In addition, next
year most schools will probably get out before us. We end
exams on the 31 st of May next year. I think some protest
should be voiced. Exams before Christmas are beneficial to
both students and faculty. Vacations are more relaxing
when the thought of exams is no longer in our minds. It is
also time to let the Administration know that the three
weeks in September and the two weeks between Christmas
vacation and exams are a complete waste of time. We
should get a worthwhile Christmas-semester break instead
of the broken up schedule we have now. If action is taken
now, possibly we can have a more reasonable schedule for
next year. It's about time everyone that agrees with this
letter started making themselves heard. The Administration
will never institute these changes themselves. It's up to us!
Jay Brazel
School of Management, 1972

Blonde on Blonde
To the Editors:
I have just finished reading the Heights of Feb. 3 and noted
with particular interest the front page article concerning the
newly established committee in the psychology department
of Boston College. Included on this committee are two
members of the undergraduate community and two
members of the"Black Caucus". Are we to understand that
the Negro undergraduate of B.C. will have double
representation? Or rather, does he wish not to be included,
symbolicly, as a member of the undergraduate community
as a whole? Is it his wish to see his university's students
categorized as members of: the Black, White, Yellow,
Christian or Jewish Caucuses? Perhaps I am grossly
mistaken, but this most recent issue seems to be but one of
a series of events this year which have served only to drive
an irreversible wedge between the Negroes and the rest of
the undergraduate community. I honestly don't think this
is what he had in mind when Dr. Martin Luther King said,
"I have a dream!" Comments and explanations concerning
this letter are welcomed and expected.
Sincerely yours,
the President of
the white, Irish, Catholic
and blond-haired Caucuses
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NURSING: a frustrated school
BY THOMAS SHEEHAN
The dissatisfaction in the School of Nursing which has
remained hidden from the rest of the campus is now
surfacing in overwhelming proportions. While the focal
point in the present crisis is the lack of quality in the
nurses' liberal arts courses, a telephone survey of key
student figures in the school revealed many contributing
factors to the crisis, among them a dean who, as one
student put it, is "not attuned to student needs,"
Veronica Bleakley, president of the Student Senate:
"The student senate did make a request in October asking
for a chance in the mandatory attendance policy .This
was brought to the executive committee and it was
dropped." (This charge is essentially true. The dean
promised to set up a committee at that time but has simply
never gotten around to it. In a phone interview with the
Heights Saturday, Dean Foley promised that the committee
would be set up soon. The origional student request, of
course, was in October.)
"I don't feel," Miss Bleakley continued, "that the dean is
attuned to student needs. It's been hard to get to see her."
Kathy King is chairman of the Intellectual Climate
Committee (ICC), a group which has tried to deal with
specific student problems with particular teachers. The
demands issued in the letter last Monday, Miss King feels,
were "valid." "It reaches a point of anxiety and frustration
so that you get a class like the junior class that's fed up to
the ears, and who make demands." Dean Foley, Miss King
feels, "is a difficult woman to communicate with."
Ellen Falbey, freshman chairman of the ICC: "I agree
with everything that happened at last Monday's meeting
and I feel that this issue is top priority."
Pam Terreri, junior class chairman of the ICC: "I'm
really in favor of the demands getting through .Nurses
have been sitting back taking a lot of nothing courses, and
now we're beginning to speak out, with the whole idea of
letting the university know our problems." Miss Terreri
feels that the ICC has been valuable "but only insofar as
dealing with individual teachers. The power is limited
oecause we can't deal directly with the A&S departments."
Patricia Dahme, sophomore chairman of the ICC: "The
whole structure of the School of Nursing is a bit
ibsurd .The ICC, the Nursing Senate, all of these things
ire within the school; they are supposed to be channels, but
:hey all stop at the dean.
"I think the kids are finally realizing they're not just here
:o get a degree and a R.N. They're here to learn, and
hey're beginning to realize that's impossible in the School
}f Nursing, to learn anything outside of nursing."
Dottie Sellinger is one of the two student members of
he Nursing School's Executive Committee, composed
nostly of faculty members with the dean as chairman.
Our biggest gripe has been that we have never gotten the

.

.

.

.

agenda previous to the meeting. In addition, we're called
student representatives but we can't tell what's happened
because it's 'confidential."
Miss Sellinger confirmed that the October request for a
review of the mandatory attendance policy eventually
worked its way to the executive committee. "We were told
that a committee was being formed and as of yet we
haven't heard anything about it." This committee is the one
that Dean Foley hasn't gotten around to yet; with all the
present publicity, it will probably be gotten around to very
shortly.

At the executive committee on December 4, Miss
Sellinger delivered a report on "student morale" in which
the names of three specific teachers were brought up and a
request for an investigation into the possibility of replacing
them was made. According to Miss Sellinger, "The reaction
to that was in an executive committee meeting at the
beginning of the second semester (Jan. 19) in which it was
stated that all courses will remain as scheduled, teachers
will be present even if no students are .That was the
explanation, period."

.

(Dean Foley's reply in the phone interview was brief:
"The manner of presentation was not effective," Dean
Foley stated that it was her belief that the faculty members
of the executive committee felt "there was much in the
way of generalizations and there was nothing specific to
back up the charges." The issue never went beyond the
executive committee, and no investigation of the charges
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Few faculty members seem to have anything to say about
the current crisis. In a statement solicited by the Heights
and issued Fri., Helen Manock, faculty adviser to the ICC,
stated: "It is a question of action here and now." Miss
Manock emphasized that it was a question of qualitative
change and not of personalities. "I don't want to discuss
personalities in this issue," Miss Manock told the Heights "I
want the issues kept in mind." Miss Manock's highly
theoretical statement went on to say, "Change is here, the
initiative is ours, the time is now for the future is ours ,to
create."
The issue of qualitative change in the nurses liberal
arts courses has, at any rate, finally been raised, and by the

nurses themselves. Dean Foley: "My view of a really sound
curriculum change is a two year project at least." But the
students now are impatient and there can be little doubt
that they will no longer accept the type of delay tactics
they have encountered so far. Liz DeCarlo, Vice President
of the Student Organization: "We are given professors
merely to fit into our time slots. ~.I'm not putting any one
person down-it's just that we are trying to get what we are
entitled to normally." Nancy Turletes, one of the two
nursing students on the UAS: "What we are asking for is
that the university become more flexible, that we become
recognized as members of the university, and also that the
School of Nursing make changes for the benefit of the
student, and not just in terms of schedules."

The Metamorphosis
John Golenski stood at the podium in Bapst last April
24. People were drifting away, Fr. Joyce had delivered his
speech and departed, and the "teach-in" John Golenski had
helped organize was almost over. John Golenski, 1968
Heights editor-in-chief, was angry. "Universities are guilty
of conserving the structure at the expense of the student,"
he said.
Joe Fitzpatrick, outgoing UGBC president who has dealt
with the administration for a year now, sat in The Heights
office last week. "The corporate image is there in the
administration as much as in any company," he said.
The pattern is obvious. The involvement of "student
leaders" in the real power centers of the university leads to
a process of radicalization. The perfect illustration is
Fitzpatrick, who was elected last year over Tom Gallagher
of SDS ("I was nice, Tom was in SDS-what more could
you ask for a 2-1 victory?")
Joe Fitzpatrick the retiring UGBC president is saying
things that Joe Fitzpatrick the candidate would never have
said, would never have thought of saying. To some degree,
the difference is one year's experience with the
administration.
"I think there's an unrealistic aura about Botolph House.
I think it's one that involves poor advice-in Botolph
House, and because of it, the people who have to deal with
Botolph House have to deal unrealistically. They don't feel
what you're trying to say, they try to fit it in with logical
theories. I think of people who've read Erik Erikson:
they're into the kids bag?you know, alienated kids. For
example, you try desperately to convey the anger that
pervaded the campus last spring; it simply could not get
across, and I don't know that things have changed much

.

was undertaken.)

"People have to deal unrealistically with Joyce's
advisers, although Joyce is one of the most honest people
I've met. No one expects the President of the university to
feel student feelings, but he should at least be advised by
someone in his own office who does."
On housing: "What is still on the docket is the idea of
off-campus housing, which we have failed at. Off-campus
living will not be solved until they have pathos with us.
They didn't have an understanding of what it was to live at

Weston, which is why Weston occurred, and that's just an
outgrowth of their inability to comprehend what it is to be
an off-campus freshman. They all will sympathize now, but
they won't establish it as a priority."
On the faculty: "One of the end results of the whole
Mary Daly thing for me was disillusionment with the
faculty, and the realization of their role in the university as
part of the corporate game. The intrigue and the silence of
the faculty through most of March and April was
disillusioning. They were going to let the thing die as well."
On the student government: "If I could design student
government over, I'd get rid of UGBC Congress. It doesn't
have a function and it's been unproductive two years in a
row. With the existence of the senates of the different
schools, it's a duplication ofroles. Really the Congress right
now is an apprentice system for people to take over the
government the next year, which is happening right now."
On himself: "Personally, I've been radicalized by the
circumstances of the past year .But I've also been turned
conservative by a lot of radicals whose politics are still
snack bar rap."

.

Photo by Dan Natchek.
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anyone nudge Fr. Hanrahan aside.
He reported that neither side of
the incident acted in a provocative

manner.

Members of the BC-University Conduct Board (1 to r): Prof. Siciliano, Prof. Williams, Prof. Perry, Tom
Goodman, Mark Shanahan. Chairman Chris Flynn (Dean, SOM) is not pictured. Photo by Tom Pascarella.

BC accused
(continued from page 1)
they should not hinder the
proceedings. He implied that he
would have the room cleared if
the trial was disrupted.
Two things were admitted as
evidence, the hectograph map of
the Alumni Hall area and the
University Student Handbook.
The defense asked that Flynn
remove himself from the panel
because of his position as a
member of the administrationand
as Dean of the School of
Management. The defense alleged
that at a preliminary hearing,
Flynn had made "prejudicial
remarks" against one of the five,
Mark Lance. Flynn denied that he
was prejudiced and kept his place.
Arono said that the defense did
not like the "curious position"
that Fr. Hanrahan had of being
prosecutor, witness and also a
member of the board. He also
protested the introduction of
letters by people in the placement
office as evidence. These were
letters written at the request of
Fr. Hanrahan, describing what
happened on Nov. 17. He claimed
that the letters are "prejudicial
hearsay" and denied the right of
the five to face their accusers.
Hanrahan countered that no
letters would be read in the
writers were not in the court to
face the accused. The defense
summed up its initial movement
by asking that the letters not be
entered as evidence and that the
board dismiss themselves because
they were not impartial.
Fr. Hanrahan, reading from a
statement written by himself,
described the incidents of Nov. 17.
He stressed that he reminded the
students of University regulations
and gave them three different
warnings that their actions were
illegal. He said that Gallagher,
Laßufa and Moriarty forced him
to let them through the outer
door, and he collected their ID
cards. They then proceeded to an
inner door, where they made their
way past Mr. Donaldson and
managed to disrupt the interviews.
Lance and Foy joined the other
three later.

of strike breaking
fact that the five were in the hall

or that they disrupted the
interviews. Instead the defense
gave political defense for the five's
actions, saying that they were
by moral
motivated
considerations.
They said that BC had caused
the trouble by allowing GE
representatives on campus during
a strike. They also accused BC of
strike-breaking. They said it was
more a political and moral issue
than a legal one. They also
showed a picture of BC trucks
crossing a picket line into a GE
warehouse in Allston-Brighton.

Each of the witnesses gave his
version of the incident at Alumni
Hall. The accounts were similar,
differing only in how much
"violence" was used in gaining
entrance to the interview rooms.
Donaldson, when asked if he had
been subjected to verbal or
physical abuse, replied in the
negative. The defense stressed that
the demeanor of the students was
good.
Joe McDonough, a staff
reporter for the Heights, covering
the incident, also reported that he
saw no physical violence.
McDonough denied that he saw

BU students sentenced
BY JACK LYONS
Last Tuesday, in a civil trial,

six Boston University students
were sentenced to three months in
jail for their part in a sit-in and
take-over of the administration

building, which took place at BU
Dec. 8 and 9.
Charges of "contempt of
court" were filed against the
students by the Boston University
trustees. The trustees had
originally obtained an injunction
against demonstrations and
takeovers on Nov. 24, 1969. They
specifically named eight BU
students and two nonstudents as
not being able to participate in
any demonstrations. As time went
on other names were added.
Student actions on Dec. 8 and 9
were in violation of this court
order.
The case began to develop back
in November. On the 18 of that
month General Electric recruiters
came on campus. The students,
angered at GE's labor policies and
at GE's recruiting on campus,
during a strike, disrupted the
interviews.

On Nov. 25 there was a rally
by concerned students against a
seminar at which a General
Electric representative was
speaking. Police action at the end
Fr. Hanrahan noted that at no of this rally precipitated a riot. In
time were the respondents violent the aftermath of this "police
or insolent. He said that they were riot," five people were jailed and
"determined." At the end of his many sent to the hospital. This
statement, Fr.
Hanrahan police action inflamed the
recommended that the individuals situation and the students, feeling
a need to make their point, took
be censured for their actions.
The defense did not deny the over the administration building.

The university took action against
those demonstrators named in the
injunction. The administration
held closed hearings instead of
open meetings on the issue. About
one hundred students walked in
on the meetings to forcibly make
them public. Therefore, the BU
administration, in a show of force,
pressed charges against 11
students named in the injunction.
Eleven students were arraigned
on contempt charges in the civil
division of Suffolk Superior Court
on Feb. 2. That day five of the 11

students, Linda Garson, John
Hatch, Stephanie Kapit, Lisa
Schein, and Stephen Sloane, had

their cases continued because they
chose to retain lawyers. The
remaining six, Joan Atkinson,
Marianne Burke, Barbara Fristoe,
Kathleen Kelley, Brian Kirschner,
and Ellen Klein chose to defend
themselves. Only Kapit, Burke,
and Klein were mentioned in the
original injunction.

The trial was
a superior
equity session without jury. The
presiding judge was Frank Smith,
a gray-haired conservative. The
prosecution attorney, Jerome
Fascher, and the chief prosecution
witness, Robert Fast, are both
employed by the same law firm,
Hale and Dore. Mr. Fast has been
employed by BU in the past. The
senior partner of the firm is a
university trustee.
Before the trial, six defendants
had subpoenaed the president of
the university, some of the deans
and a few of the trustees. These
parties did not appear at the trial.
Judge

Smith

declared

the

the defendants' position. He said
that all the five had really done
was to "litter" while the
university was collaborating with
GE to deprive 147,000 people of
life and livelihood.

The defense brought out the
University's policy on visiting
companies. Boudreau did not
The board will discuss the
seem to know exactly who made evidence heard at the hearing and
this policy. When asked who it make known its decision at a later
was that invites companies like date.
GE to this campus, he said, "I
Larry Brenner, a BC Law
don't know."
(one of the defense
Student
Fr. Hanrahan summed up his counsels) issued a statement after
arguments by saying that although the hearing. "The purpose of the
the five had conducted themselves trial is to deal with issues beyond
peacefull, they had broken the culpability or non-culpability
University regulations and had of the five defendants. It goes to
interfered with the rights of the central question
of how far
another student.
the University can impose
The defense gave an argument sanctions on their students
of defense by justification. They without providing them with their
felt that since BC had acted in due process rights guaranteed by
complicity with GE, they had the constitution. The whole
forced the students into their history of this case has been a
actions.
denial of such basic rights as the
When the defense had Fr. right to be confronted by your
Hanrahan on the stand, they accuser; Furthermore, the
questioned him about the student defendants have been denied the
demonstration policy, printed in right to be tried by an impartial
the BC Handbook (p. 72). It peer group. Throughout the entire
seems that Fr. Hanrahan was the proceedings, the chairman, Dean
sole author of it. It was later Flynn has consistently indicated
approved by the student rules his prejudice against the
committee.
defendants. As to the substantive
matters
it is clear that the
The defense also tried to show
that the spirit of the student university support of GE during
demonstration policy was in the strike necessitated what was
opposition to Fr. Joyce's an appropriate response by the
statement on page 4 of the students-they had to actively
handbook in which he urged prevent the recruitments from the
students to take part in reforming
BC campus of potential man
society. They stressed that Fr.
power for General Electric. All
Joyce himself asserted the need
the defendants' actions were
for action and involvement.
consistent with the university
At the end of the hearing, the overview of its social
five presented their allocutions. responsibilities as manifested by
John Laßufa used an argument President Joyce's statement in the
from Alice's Restaurant to sum up University Handbook."

to

3 months

subpoenas invalid on a legal
technicality.
The students were handicapped
in their defense by their lack of a
counselor. Prosecution counselor
Fascher began his case by
attempting to call one of the six
defendants, ? Miss Burke. She
objected, saying Fascher had no
right to call her to the stand. This
objection was upheld.
Fascher then called his main
witness, Mr. Fast. Fast proceeded
to look at photographs of the
incident and identified the
defendants in the courtroom as
the peoplein the photo.
The six defendants at no time
denied that they had not been
present at the sit-in. Rather, they
admitted it and tried to use the
court as a speaking platform
where they could explain the
reasons behind their actions. In
their political defense they stated
they were members of a
worker-studentalliance.
The students, trying to use their
questioning of Mr. Fast as a means
of showing that BU was
co-operating with General
Electric, phrased a long political
statement as a question.
Fast always answered the
questions in which they were
trying to show a BU-GE
collaboration in the negative.
On the stand the defendants
accused BU and the Hale and
Dore law-firm of being cohorts.
They spoke out against the ruling
class oppression of the people and
the manipulation of the court by
people like the trustees. They
made the point that they

supported the strike. They also
wished no police on campus.

Defense objections to Fascher's
questioning were generally
overruled. The prosecution
objections were almost always
upheld. At one point the judge
even told one of the defendants
that they had no right to object.
In the afternoon of the first
day, the vindictive nature of the
trial was brought to life. Fascher,
who recognized some of the faces
in the back of the courtroom as
being those in the picture of the
incident, called these people to
the stand, in an apparent attempt
to try to make them incriminate
themselves. The two students
called to the stand used the fifth
amendment, in refusing to answer
questions.

Fascher's action cleared the
courtroom of all those who had
been at the incident. They did not
return to the courtroom until the
prosecution had rested, for fear of
being dragged to the witness stand
and being forced to identify
themselves.
The six were found guilty of
contempt. Each was given a three
month sentence. Burke and
Kirschner will start theirs on June
1 when they graduate. The others
had to start serving their sentence
immediately at the Charles Street
Jail.
At the end of the trial some

people clapped for the defendants
and raised clenched fists, in
revolutionary salute. The judge
would not brook this and had
each of these people fined $25 for
contempt of court.
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Experimental college

to

apply

Fulton Debators
"best in the country"

Directors for accreditation

to

BY BOB FAUBERT
Prof.

Ronald

Guerriero,

director of the experimental
college program, confirmed
reports last week that the
experimental program plans to
apply for accreditation.
Guerriero stated that "the
University could continue to hurt
a program such as this if
accreditation is not given to it."
Guerriero, a teaching fellow in
the School of Management, said
that one major problem which the
experimental college faced was
the conflict students had over
accredited courses in the
university structure. "This was an
extra program for a great majority
of the students in the
experimental college," he said. "If
they had a conflict in time, or had
to choose between courses, the
non-acredited experimental
college courses would be the first
courses ..they would drop." He
believes rthat accreditation would
help solve this problem.
The issue of accreditation for
the experimental college has not
yet been officially discussed by
the "faculty" of the college, but a
meeting will be held some time
this week, during which this
proposal will probably be
suggested. Besides accreditation,
the experimental college directors
will evaluate the past semester,
and make suggestions for
improvement in the next
semester.

such as ours. When Tufts got their
experimental program accredited
they got financed by foundation."

The experimental college
started last year with one course
offered by Ronald Guerriero, its
present director. That course was
on the life and works of Franz

Kafka.
During the summer, a
commission of four faculty and
four students sat down to make
plans for expanding the
experimental college course
offerings. By orientation week in
September, the college curriculum
expanded to thirteen courses.
From the faculty, Profs. John

Loofbourow, Vera Lee, Andrew
Yon Hendy, George Goldsmith,
Joseph Gautier, SJ, and Frank

Murphy, SJ joined the college.

Student seminar directors were
William Mundy Reap, Wilfred
Grapes, John Dorff, David
O'Malley, Ron Guerriero and
Michael Mason. 180 students
registered for the courses in
September. There are about 4-6
students in most of the seminars
now. As planned, the seminars are
operated on a no-mark, student
participation system.

Guerriero said that the college
has always been and will continue
to be open to suggestions for
courses from both faculty and
students. The major obstacle, he
stated, is the lack of accreditation.
If the college directors approve
Guerriero's proposal for
accreditation, a request will be
sent to A&S Dean Richard Hughes
and to the Educational Policy
Committee (EPC).

Prof. Robert Shrum, Director
the top team will debate at
of the Fulton Debating Society, Harvard, Northwestern,
characterizes this year's debate Dartmouth, the New York-New
team "as the best or second best England Regional Tournament at
in the country, at almost every Vermont and at the University of
level."
Houston in April. Last year,
The top team, Charlie Brown Brown and Killenbeck were fifth
'70 and Mark Killenbeck '70, had place team at nationals; this year,
compiled an outstanding record at Shrum comments, "they have the
the major national tournaments. best record of any team in the
They finished second at Brandeis, country. With luck, which you
UCLA, and Redlands, and lost in have to have at Nationals, they
the semi-finals of the Georgetown should do very well."
Other Fulton teams and
Tournament. Killenbeck was
designated the best individual debaters have also achieved
debater at Georgetown and success. Robert Kiggins '71 and
Redlands and placed second at Mike Hirrel '73 placed second at
UCLA. Brown's individual Brown University. Bob Baker '72
performance is also outstanding; and Jack MacMillan '72 made the
he was fifth at Georgetown, final rounds of Emory in Atlanta,
fourth at UCLA, and eighth at Georgia. Terry McGee '72 and
Redlands. For the rest of the year, Tom Goodman '70 were in the
quarterfinals of Detroit, where
they also placed as second and
third speakers. The Freshmen
record has been particularly good.
Jim Herman, Tom Hagen, Fred
Hampson, and Ron Epstein won
the St. Anselm's Novice
Tournament,
where Herman was
It had been the practice of the
speaker.
top
Hagen and Epstein
President's Office before previous
Director's meetings to release an won Southern Connecticut's
varsity event and Epstein and
Herman were second at the
incomplete agenda to The Heights Boston University Varsity
for publication purposes. This tournament. Herman debated
week, the office refused to do with MacMillan at Oberlin and
qualified for the final rounds.
that.

Silence surrounds Directors meeting
BY BOB FAUBERT
In an unprecedented action,
the University President's Office
has put a blanket of silence over
any and all details about the
up-coming board of director's
meeting this Friday.
Neither the agenda nor the
location of the meeting would be
released.

From an interview made with
Fr. Joyce last December after the
Guerriero believes that the
school has a good chance of last Director's meeting, he
getting accreditation approved. indicated that his office was
Many of the teachers in the considering having a weekend
program, he said, are full time meeting at Round Hill.
tenured faculty of the university,
The Secretary of the Board of
teaching accredited courses. He
sees no reason why these same Directors, Susan Douglas, would
teachers should not also have neither confirm nor deny any
accredited courses in the such decision. She merely said
that "no information is available
experimentalcollege.
Accreditation would also make about the meeting,"
the school qualified for funding
by foundations. "Hundred's of
Fr. Joyce's December interview
foundations," Guerriero said, "are also indicated that likely topics
?nterested in funding programs for discussion would be the ROTC

William J. Lynch and Associates
of
Wellesley Hills
Announces
On Campus Recruiting
Tuesday February 17th 1970
Candidates from all majors
who are interested in career sales
and sales management opportunities
are invited
Income potential above $40,000

proposal, which he said, was
placed into the hands of the

Director's for

study

for Peter

Fuller whoretired from the Board
in December.
The President's Office,
however, did promise an interview

with Fr. Joyce next Monday.
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Tuesday, February 10, 1970

the time
is right

for violent
revolution!

Marat we're poor

and the poor stay poor.
Marat, don't make
us wait anymore.

We

want

our rights

and we don't care how!
We

want

the

REVOLUTION NOW!

?-" THE HEIGHTS
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R
Democraas evolution
These tactics of disorder will be
defined by the authorities as criminal
.anarchy. But it may be that disruption
will create possibilities of meaningful
change. This depends on whether the
leaders of ghetto struggles can be more
a strong
successful in building
organization than they have been so far.
Violence can contribute to shattering
the status quo but only politics and
oragianization can transform it. In order'
to build a more decent community
while resisting racist power, more than
'v'ffflence is required. People need to
create self-government. We are at a
point where democracy-the idea and
practice of people controlling their
lives-is a revolutionary issue in the
United States.

.

?

l

ALL POWER

BY WILLIAM REAP AND
THOMAS GALLAGHER

When the topic of revolution comes up we want. We are learning to think
as it does over and over these days the strategically. We are not going to shed
for nothing. The point is to win and
s why people aren't out on the streets
ing right now, but whether it be two
ilgf twenty years away, the time
have taught us that revolution is the only Hoser. That strange animaLJasjipi, which
feasible solution for America. The United i'is in reality nothing but beleaguered
States government will not yield power capitalism which comes closer to revealing
peacfuJly. The war in Vietnam taught us the barrel of the gun as its true source of
that, and then we noticed the troops power, grows every day.
everywhere else. The suppression of ghetto
National health has become a necessity
riots and the ongoing extermination of the and we mean that in two ways. Basically,
we want to stop starvation, genocide, and
all other forms of murder which the U. S.
government deals in. Beyond physical
closely
more
and found that the working existence, people must be allowed to live.
class had given up more than a few martyrs People in America are killed from the time
on the picket lines, but the history books they are born; and in so many ways there

r

human beings.
From the time he or she is a child, a
person is taught to get along in the "real"
world and that usually means suppressing
what one really feels so that he or she can
live until tomorrow and suppress it again.
When the true self emerges it is beaten
back in and the person day after day
becomes convinced that "I must be
crazy?it couldn't be everyone else."
Schizophrenia on a national scale.
We are optimistic about the possibility
of revolution here because the United
States possesses the prerequisites to a
degree never before seen in world history.
Scarcity is not the question in America.
Distribution of wealth and waste are the
questions. Technology is developed to such
a point that Americans are objectively in
an excellent position to begin to shape
their own destinies. When we put an end to

reason for this is that we live under
capitalism in whcih things are produced for
use and that includes

'

TO THE PEOPLE
Revolution for the hell of it....
Revolution for the Hell ofIt
Free
The Dial Press

231pp.,

$1.95

BY JOE MCDONOUGH
YIPYIPYIPYIPYIPYIPPIEEEEEEEEAUM!
That's the YIPPIE! chant. It doesn't
mean much. In fact, it doesn't mean
anything at all. And that's why it's the
YIPPIE! chant; YIPPIE! stands for
anything you want it to, and nothing at all,
all at the same time. According to Free,
"that exclamation point was what it was all
about." YIPPIE is irrelevant. YIPPIE! is
also irrelevant, but purposefully so.
Free, of course, is a pseudonym for
Abbie Hoffman. He's gone under other
aliases besides Free, such as George
Meteskey, Casey Stengel, Spiro Agnew, and
Muriel Humphrey. What his name is
doesn't really matter. What he is doesn't
matter either. He admits at various times in
the book to being a revolutionary artist, an
anarchist, an ego tripper, and a fuck-off.
But what difference does Hoffman make in
YIPPIE! anyways? No one person can be
YIPPIE! all by himself. Hoffman is no
more a leader than is Nixon. The real
difference between them is that Hoffman
knows what he, is and what his role should
be; Nixon doesn't understand himself at
all.
YIPPIE! isn't a movement, isn't an
interest group, isn't anything except the
name given by a few to a way of life. The

name itself originated back in December of
1967 when Paul Krassner (editor of the
Realist), Jerry Rubin, and Abbie Hoffman
all got stoned and started running around
their apartment screaming "YIPPIE!" and
"Join the V!" The first thing they did after
they stopped laughing was to call up
newspapers and television stations, saying
"Hi. My name's Paul Yippie, what's
yours!"
The whole YIPPIE! was a myth, created
purposefully by Hoffman and company to
use to exploit the media. What happened
when you were watching the Democratic
National Convention? Did you really care
who lowa voted for? No, you were more
involved in what was going on outside the
Convention Hall. Hoffman compared this
situation to watching Meet the Press. No
one really cares what Walter Hickel thinks
of dead birds, and what Hickel has to say
never changes one's mind about him or the
dead birds. But people do go out and buy
Dash or Jello after seeing a commercial for
it during the program.
It all has to do with the figure-ground
theory in psychology, that picture of a
cup, which can also look like two faces.
The convention was the ground: rhetorical
and dull. It served only as a frame for the
revolution in the streets. And because the
convention was so dull, the revolution
became twice as important. Every liberal in
the country would scream "Don't they
know what's going on outside" when the
convention got hung up in procedures.
This was McLuhanism at its peak.

Hoffman knows what the media is and how
to use it; in fact, he's pretty cynical about
the media. The media, he says, was
responsible for the success of YIPPIE!
Without the media, how would anyone
have known about the rally in Grand
Central Station? Without the media, how
would anyone even know about YIPPIE!
According to Hoffman, less than a month
after he, Paul Krassner and Jerry Rubin
had started YIPPIE! "Newsweek writes 'the
Yippies Are Coming.' Within two weeks
every underground paper has a Yippie!
story. Lawrence Lipton, in the L.A. Free
Press analyzes Yippie! origins. Can magic
media succeed where organizing has failed?
Y not?"
On to Chicago! Hoffman conceived of
Chicago as a celebration of life and joy.
What else, after all, is YIPPIE! but an
affirmation of life and joy? (Hoffman got
very worried when Hump-Free entered the
campaign, calling his campaign the Politics
of Joy-he was stealing from YIPPIE! But
the death of Bobby Kennedy changed the
Politics of Joy to the Politics of Hope, and
YIPPIE! lives again.)
Hoffman wanted to bring together
Hippies and SDSers in a coalition based on
Being Politics. Being Politics are different
entirely from anything which SDS has
done in the past. It is a life style more than
a movement. The idea is living the
revolution, not talking about it."The key
to organizing an alternative society is to
organize people around what they can do
and more importantly what they want to

do. There is no ideology except that which
each individual brings with him."
Hoffman really dug what happened in
Chicago. He even says that "we had won
the battle of Chicago.'. For fifteen days he
walked around the city putting on
newsmen, TV reporters, FBI men, the two
policemen who were tailing him, and just
about everybody he met. In order to get
away from the TV cameras, Hoffman
painted FUCK on his forehead: "that is the
only way to do it." He gave some
newspaper cuttings from a Chinese paper
to the police, to prove conclusively that
the YIPPIE! was run by Mao Tse-Tung. He
passed out a YIPPIE! platform which asked
for legalization of all psychedelic drugs,
abolition of money, work, and pay toilets,
and a policy of allowing people to "fuck all
the time, anytime, whomever they wish."
It was, in a word, totally free.
Chicago is over but YIPPIE! continues.
The life style of YIPPIE! hasn't ended.
YIPPIE! means don't take anything,
especially yourself, too seriously. It means,
above all, don't get caught. Do what you
want, when you want, but don't get
caught. "Protest," says Hoffman, "is
anything you can get away with." YIPPIE!
is all put-on. The whole life of YIPPIE! is
meant to get people pissed off. The idea is
that maybe by getting pissed off at a
YIPPIE! some of these people may come
to understand what it's all about, and join
in the revolution.
And besides, it's fun to be called a
freak.

Off the Liberals
BY WILLIAM REAP
mk happened in the 1930's in Germany;
it happened in Spain under Franco; it has
happened in the United States, Vietnam,
most of South America and, as
Cost a-Gavra's poignant film, Z,
demonstrates, it happened in Greece. What
has occurred with such international
consistency is that the fear ofcommunism
such paranoiac levels that nations

non-fiction novel (in this case movie) genre
strictness, but transitional and incidental
elements are knowledgeably guessed at or
reasonably created by <the writer/director.
This style seems, in practice, to be the
most effective method of eliciting violent
reaction from today's public (witness the
latest works Norman Mailer and Haskel
Welder's Medium Cool).
Z is the story of the, events following
the death of a liberal Deputy in the
Government. Z (the only name given the
Deputy) is the leader of the opposition, i.e.
llfd isiteeduled -to speak at
police and
"ban
%
\u25a0jtulitaly fdt&stall and attempt to disrupt
tpg ra% thrbugh permits, etc. (a la the
mi|ph rbute for the Nov. 15 demonstration
in -Washington). Despite their efforts the
\rally is held in a building surrounded by

right wing sympathizers (remember the
Dow demonstration at BC in the fall of
'67). While leaving the hall, Z is struck by a
truck and dies a short time later. The
police claim that he died from the accident
but the autopsy shows that Z died of head
injuries from a blunt object. The examining
Magistrate, despite governmental pressure,
treats the case as murder rather than
accident; he uncovers a right wing
conspiracy implicating the police and
military-even to their commanding
generals. The actual murderers are given
light sentences and the officials are
dismissed from their posts but acquited.
The ousted military realigns and, in turn,
overthrows the government and convicts all"
of the audience's heroes. And a long list of
things forbidden is read off-the last of
these is the word "Zei" (he lives). Now the
film ends.
The movie is a very faithful rendition of
the facts surrounding the murder of
Gregorios Lambrakis and leading up to the
Greek coup d'Etat on April 21 of 1967,
which established the Popadoponlos
dictatorship. Costa-Gavros even inserts a
note stating that similarities between the
film and real people and events are quite
intentional.
Z's success is to a large extent due to its
near perfect technical aspects. The acting is
done by a group of well known and very
talented people, among them: Yves
Montand, Pierre Dux, Jean-Louis

Trintignant, Irene Papas and Marcel
Bozzufi, all of whom manage to give
performances of such homogeneity that
one becomes completely unaware that
acting is going on. For some reason there
are no "performances," only historical
reality. The photography of Raoul Contard
(who is Goddard's regular photographer
and often works with Francois Truffant) is
perhaps the best yet to hit any screen,
always fitting into the film, complimenting
the action as well as recording it-in fact,
becoming a part of the story, at least
subconsciously. The only fault that might
be found would be with Costa-Gavras, for
it becomes obvious, in retrospect, that we
are being set up occasionally for a more
intense shock than merited. Also he lets his
comic relief become too apparently merely
that.
The film, perhaps despite Costa-Gavras'
prime intentionality, demonstrates, as
history has lately shown the failure of
liberalism as an effective means of
establishing justice. The liberals in Z are
too busy being just and well-intentioned to
do anything but provoke fascism. Yalta did
not stop Hitler, Eugene McCarthy did not
stop Nixon's genocide in Asia, and the
ADA can not stop John Mitchell's genocide
of the Panthers. Fascism is stopped in the
streets not in the Democratic party. Fascist
governments do not return freedom and
power to the people, the people must
smash the state and seize theirrights.
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Flaming Administrators Produce Campus Flames
Is The Library Burning?
by Roger Rappoport and
Laurence J. Kirshbaum
Vintage Books $1.95
BY THOMAS SHEEHAN
The pattern is well-established: a
movement appears, spreads, and finally,
makes its way into the pages of Time
magazine. There, it is "objectively"
reported, condensed, and analized to
death. "Experts" discuss the "problem",
its causes, and all the dangers that it
represents to the national fiber. It has
happened to the beatniks and the hippies,
and it is happening today to student
radicals.
The value in Is the Library Burning?-A.
Report on American Students, student
unrest and student power lies not so much
in its sketchy documentation of the
campus confrontations of 1968-9 as in the
attitudes and feelings it communicates. In
an introduction, the authors tell us,
"convinced that the real campus
troublemakers are adults, not students, we
wrote this book."
For the radical reader, there is nothing
particularly shocking in the eight chapters
that make up the bulk of the book.
Essentially, the authors use their studies of
confrontations at twenty-onecampuses last
year to substantiate the radicals'
interpretations of the true role of the
university in society. The book is filled
with interesting images to file away in your
vision of America: S.I. Hayakawa sitting on
a plane reading the student newspaper,

whose funds had been cut off for "its less
than sympathetic coverage of his regime."
"Turning to public relations aide Harvey
Yorke, Hayakawa asked, 'Aren't these kids
all working in university facilities, can't we
throw the little bastards out?' Yorke, a
twenty-year veteran of the Air Force shook
his head. 'I wouldn't try anything until
summer vacation.' Hayakawa sputtered,
then leaned back in his seat and dozed
off."
The authors devote a chapter to the role
of the faculty in confrontation situations,
and advance the theory that faculty
members are simply not to be trusted in
terms of long-range student goals. The
advent of student power, the authors
believe, has caught the faculty in a state of
retreat, and its response has been confused,
defensive and often vicious. "Without a
willingness to honestly work with students,
and without the machinery to resolve the
inevitable crises, the faculty quickly
exhausts its limited supply of 'liberal' good
will and turns recklessly to simple.,
authoritarian , solutions." According to
Kirshbaum,
Rappoport
and
a
self-perpetuating cycle develops. "A crisis
is followed by half-hearted reforms, which
are followed by another crisis, which are
followed by more punitive reforms."
But while theories are put forth, Is the
Library Burning? is basically the reporting
of a new life style, of a change in
assumptions about what games are worth
playing. Rappoport's prologue is a highly
enjoyable recounting of his own college

ElHajMalik
BY LYNDA FRATTAROLI
The spontaneous and firey birth of
the Black theater has demanded that
the genre not whimper to its audience,
but rather shout out and tear at the
audience in order to make its way to
the mind. What is not needed is a
mediocre Black play whispering the
hopelessness of the ghetto and despair
of poverty. El Hajj Malik by N.R.
Davidson, Jr. does not whimper nor
does it whisper, but it does search out
the empathy, not sympathy (who needs
that), in the audience in a moving,
multi-media portrayal of the life of
Malcolm X.
The play emerges as an entity in
itself through the combined efforts of
the Theatre Company of Boston and
The New African Company, and under
the superior direction of James Spruill.
The actors are secondary and exist as
living organisms within the play-this
they know and accept. There are no

pinpoint

parts-each actor plays
out, at some time, the role of Malcolm
X as we follow him from foster home
to dope to jail and on his awakening
to the Black Muslim movement.
Of the entire play this was the most
stirring occurence that I have ever
witnessed
"I see that the white man
has made me a clown on his
stage"
his back to the audience, El
Hajj Malik (his Muslim name) gathers
strength from his revelations.
The final scene is composed of each
of the eight participating actors
standing in turn at a podium and
reciting quotes from various speeches
made by the Muslim leader. Then... a
shot and screams; and on the screen
we see him bloodied on the ground. A
man is dead
all the bum raps are
dead, he was beyond them long ago,
anyway
and you feel sick? No, mad
or just mixed up. The play has
succeeded.
cast

...

...

...

...

.

experience. But it is something entirely

outside the realm of alumni"good ol' days"
recollections; Rappoport's look back in the
past is a condemnation
"Unlike the administration, I was not
committed to perpetuation of the
university in its present form. I saw that
obedience to the school system required
people to forget about each other. One had
to get out of school to be human, for
taking school seriously meant wrapping
oneself up in a meaningless schedule that
did not allow time to know or talk to
others. It meant teachers knew their

~

Sexploitation in
BY LYNDA FRATTAROLI AND MARY
ANNE DEFRANCIS
Fashion, advertising, movies, all betray
the fact that women are culturally looked
on as objects. To make the present matter
worse, women often accept this definition
and try to make themselves into a more
desirable commodity on the Sexual
Market.
Since women comprise half of the
human species they cannot be isolated into
a social unit. But they are the suppressed
factor of every social unit in our society.
The outcome of this is that women are
now beginning to take part in one of the
longest social revolutions, namely,
Women's Liberation.
Men are not going to set women free. It
the
women who must free themselves.
is
The same women who have alienated
themselves from other women in a bitter
Ego-trip, must now join and understand
who they are as persons and not as a
conglomeration of products from the local
boutique and cosmetician.
Women must free themselves from being
pressured into adorning themselves to
resemble a particular mold and then
passively await judgment. Women have
become manikins for fashion and
accessories?take them away and many
women are lost for an identity. Take away
marriage and most women are lost for a
purpose and goal.
Women have fallen into this
enslavement by subjecting themselves to
male dominance, but what have they
received in return? Women in the same job,
with the same skills, and working the same
hours as men, earn substantially less. This
is true in the factories as well as the
professions. A women's place is said to be
in the home and minimal wages and salaries
wiD help to keep her there.
Industry is perhaps the worst offender.
It uses its power to exploit women, blacks
and other identifiable sectors of the
population. And baby, if you think its

..

students better by their handwriting than
their faces. It meant students had to war
with each other needlessly on the
grade-point battlefield. It meant locked
offices and silent libraries to preclude
conversation. College cut people off
instead of bringing them together."
The book is simply, overwhelmingly
true. Is the Library Burning? is the type of
book to quote from, a book that is more
emotional than intellectual. It would be
recommended reading for adminstrators
and parents, if we didn't already know that
they are past the point of no return.

Amerika
rough being a white woman, you should
run the hassle of being a black woman for a
real taste of what suppression is.
All this is the outcome of something far
more basic. Men and women have accepted
and even created roles in an attempt to
alleviate social pressures resulting from an
economic system which exists by
exploitation and repression. Men and
women have been kept from themselves
and each other, just as blacks have been
separated from whites. This separation has
not only resulted in extreme tension, but
has also been detrimental to the formation
of a united movement aimed at creating a
cooperative rather than competitive
society. In a way it appears that most
people (and this is especially clear in the
case of Blacks and Women) have been
conned into existing like colonies, for the
benefit of some hierarchy which needs an
exploitable labor market in order to
continue and expand its economic
self-interests, unconcerned with those it
undermines in the process.
The problem which has been created is a
difficult one. Difficult to recognize and
doubly difficult to confront. In order to
work towards a society which will exist by
cooperation rather than competition, hard
struggles (physical and emotional) will
need to be fought by both men and
women.
Women must learn to protect
themselves from the tendancy in men and
in themselves to be viewed as sexual
objects. Men must re-examine their
relationships with women and learn to view
themselves and women as people and
individuals, not just objects that have been
tracked into specific, oft-times contrary,
roles in society. Together men and women
must work for the abolishment of an
exploitative and repressive system and the
creation of a new world where there will be
an end to the exploitation of women as
well as the exploitation of others. Now is
the beginning of the new. Seize the time.
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The Blacks gonna
get your Moma
BY JOHN J. GALLAGHER
Seldom does Theatre manage the direct
power which the Theatre Company of
Boston and New African Company have
wrought from Jean Genet's The Blacks.
There is a particular moment of fear one
feels just before a violent attack, which is
far more frightening and unreasonable
than actual combat. This anticipation is
what the acting company instills in the
present audience of the Loeb, then
controls.
The play centers around a ritualistic
re-enactment of a Black's rape and murder
of a white woman, for the benefit of a

white audience. Ostensibly this audience
consists of five hypocritic aristocrats, but
the entire cast is very really Black. Several
things interrupt the ritual, slowly making
us feel that the scene is this theatre and the
time is this evening. Somewhere outside a
trial concerning Black loyalty is taking
place, and the actors are very much
concerned about its outcome. Before us
Deodatus Village (Gustave Johnson)
hesitates in his reenactment of the rape and
falls under constant attack for his lack of
blackness, led by Archibald Absolom
Wellington (James Spruill). Diouf (Robert
Stocking), an "Uncle Tom," is selected to

portray the white woman, and the first act

ends with Village finally dancing behind a
curtain to complete the ritual.
In the second act the ritual continues,
though, involving the "White" spectators in
trial. Then the outside trial interrupts with
news of the Black traitor's execution. At
this the entire company breaks and
rejoices. All reveal that they are truly
Blacks, and the audience feels white,
alienated and at the mercy of a violent
Black revolution. But the part of the actors
is a ritual performance in terms that a
white audience can understand, so they
continue. The "Whites" of the ritual are
murdered in merciless succession. Military,
Law, Religion, Commons and Royalty all
die with their particular absurd defense.
The evening ends as it began, as dance
makes the point: Minuet contrasts the
Supreme s.
The play abounds in images, complexity
and counterpoints all unified by the central
motif of the masque. Negroes become
Caucasian under white masks, violence
occurs behind a curtain, the Blacks portray
themselves as the stereo-types which
Whites see and the "Whites" as the types
which they see. We (the passive White
audience) couldn't understand what really
makes them (the Black actors) tick, so we
are given our own picture of them as they
see it. Reality never comes directly
forward, but is suggested by the
continuous breakdown of one masque and
its replacement by another. The only
certitude a White can then take home is
that Blacks are at least as complex as he is,
and are very much different. If that implies
a value judgment, perhaps Whites are
becoming the Blackman's Burden.
A number of people should not escape
unmentioned. Harold Scott (director),

Counter-culture
The Making of a Counter Culture
(Reflections on the Technocratic Society
and its Youthful Opposition)
by Theodore Roszak
Anchor Books
PB 303 pp., $1.95

BYHILAP
RD OUNCY
This book is the product of a history
professor at California State College at
Hayward. In the preface he announces that
it is his goal to examine the minority of
the young who aren't conservative, liberal,
Marxist, or, as in most cases, black and
militant. He then calls that unclarified
minority a counter-culture and defends it
by describing it as a necessity. He tellswho
influenced or caused it and along the way
labels the wrongs in the mainstream
culture.
But he never clears up his starting point
by listing exactly who is in the counter
culture, by telling what the counter does
and exactly what it is against and to what
degree. Finally, he never says what the
counter culture should do.
In looking at the young culture's roots,
Roszak castigates Leary's roles and frowns
at drug use; says Marcuse doesn't gtf far
enough but that Norman 0. Brown goes
too far; doesn't really criticize Alan Watts
and Ginsberg, but instead uses them for a
mild attack on the 'excesses' of reason,
finally he keeps a polite distance from Paul
Goodman and simply labels him the

at a

William Mackey (choreographer), John
Thornton (designer), and Lewis D.
mould their arts
Rampino
around a superb conception of the play's
import for a contemporary American
audience. While the actors perform an
excellent example of ensemble, Esther
Rolle is especially striking as Felicity
Trollop Pardon, a sort of voodoo mammy.
Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of
this production is its directness and power
with its audience. The traditional bounds
of actor-audience relationship are
overstepped, yet the confrontation of
Living Theatre is also absent. What this
captures, through a subtlety and control, is
a tension and response uncommon in
contemporary Theatre. The production
draws a fine line between the "fourth wall"
and audience involvement. When the
audience arrives at this point fear and
appreciation force it to question attitudes.
Such an evening cannot be missed.

Distance

philosophic ground for the dropout idea
and participatory democracy.
From there, he makes a vague plea for
his alternative to the scientific, objective
consciousness mythology, that is, a new
mythology based on the temporal-physical.
But before we can relax with Roszak in
a look back at the formation of the
counter culture, we can not forget that at
the beginning he only described how a
counter culture might' have formed; he
never proved it. He constructs a beautiful
supposition that the counter culture is that
collection of youths fortunate enough to
have been born into fairly well-off homes
and bred to value pleasure and freedom as
"human rights." From that beginning, he
arrives at the counter culture, he doesn't
analyze it, or even deal with it head on. He
looks at it from the safe distance of
secondary sources, such as Marcuse, or
Brown.
Even granting him the role of a
philosophic guide to the counter culture
and therefore entitled to only work at the
level of basic groundworks, Roszak fails.
He never offers his "own clearcut alternative
for the counter-culture. He doesn't
examine the counter culture in operation,
he doesn't pull it apart, show us its
members, or give us any basis for
predicting its behavior.
But Roszak may always excuse himself
by noting that his book's sub-title contains
the word reflections. But if he uses this as

his protection, then the criticism goes
deeper.
Roszak's work was reviewed in the New
York Times Book Review magazine by
Robert Wolff from the philosophy
department of Columbia. The underground
press has taken several looks at it. And on
our campus, it is on the reading list for
"Modern Man." It is a book that seems to
achieve importance merely by its title.
Before reading it one assumes that it
attempts to understand or explain what's
behind Woodstock. It uses a new term,
counter culture, to describe and to some
degree advocate the activities of the young.
But after devoting special attention to
they
Marcuses lesson to the young
must guard their ideals against coroption,
Roszak comes across as just such a villain.
He doesn't give any substantial advice
to the counter culture, or tell it where to
go for its own good. He doesn't treat the
counter culture as a subject for academic
examination, because as we noticed, he
wasn't deeply analytical. Finally, he can
not be considered merely a disinterested
observer fascinated "with the kids,"
because he clearly defends the counter
culture and finds good in it.
Instead we are left with the view that
Roszak has given the New York Times
Sunday Magazine type story, that being
the murder of Haight-Ashbury by mass
media.

r
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considers housing resolution Froines addresses BU crowd
and "new" demonstration policy
BY GERRY MORAN

BY NANCY PALMISCIANO

The Student Affairs
Committee of the University

Academic Senate will present its
"new" demonstration policy to
the Senate for ratification on
Wednesday night. Chairman Mike
Ryan also said that a redefinition
of student affairs and the
consideration of a 550 bed
resolution of the housing board
were important topics of

discussion.
The- policy which is being
presented is not essentially allew
policy but merely an official
"ratification of what has probably
been assumed before," according
to Ryan. He also said that the
present policy is essentially the
one which is found in pages 71-78
of the student handbook. "The
physical abuse or damage of
any University owned property,
the obstruction of any of the
activities of the /University,
unauthorized entry to University
facilities, the possession of
firearms on any part of the
University campus and the
obstruction* of any entrance or
exit of campus buildings," are all
actions which will be liable to
censure by University officials.
The enumeration of such activities
was undertaken, Ryan said, to
insure "that students begin to
realize that when they start to do
certain things they are impinging
on the rights of others." The
problem in the past has been that
none of these activities were
officially prohibited and,
therefore, could be done with
relative impunity. These rules are
not for any purpose other than to
provide a backdrop for the
occurence of orderly
demonstrations.
This re-examination of the
demonstration policy of the
university is part of an effort to
redefine student affairs. The
recent demonstration against GE
brought into question the
existence of an open placement
policy here and also the lack of
any defined guidelines for
demonstrations. The problem has
been, according to Ryan, that
student affairs have not been
granted their educational
definition but have been relegated

One of the defendants in the
Chicago conspiracy trial, John
Froines, addressed a crowd at
instead to a purely extracurricular Allston-Brighton, wrote a letter to B.U.s Hayden Hall last week,
role.
BC complaining that her recent calling for support of nation-wide
rent
hike was due to the large rallies planned for the day after
At the same time, Ryan also
concentration
of students in the the decision is handed down in
550-bed
resolution
mentioned the
passed by the Housing Board, a area. She appealed to BC for help. Chicago.
Originally there were eight
sub-committee of the Student The Board responded with a four
Affairs Committee. The board
passed a resolution forbidding the
acceptance

of

more

than

550 resident students. Three
alternatives were presented to the
administration. They are that the
freshman class either be restricted,
that the admissions standards will
be lowered, or that more housing
be made available. Shortly after
this, a recommendation was sent
to the Student Affairs Committee
from the Housing Board
concerning the Bromberg case.
Mrs. Bromberg, a resident of

point resolution saying that it

disapproves of the policies which
brought the incident about, that it
strongly urges the University to
help Mrs. Bromberg legally and
otherwise and recommends that
the University terminate any
current negotiations to purchase
new housing in the area. Also
recommended was the
"establishment of a council of
universities and colleges whose
students contribute to the
tenancy problem." Further action
is expected at the UAS meeting
tomorrow night.

Chicago defendants in the
conspiracy case, but one of them,
Bobby D. Scale, was convicted of
contempt of court, and the
defendants were reduced to seven.
Froines in giving some
background stories about the trial
said that he and the other six
defendants face a possible ten
years in jail if convicted. The
charge is conspiring to cross state
lines with the intent to start a riot
at the 1968 Democratic National
Convention in Chicago.
The defendant denounced the

RCA
On Campus
Interviews
for Computer Sales
and Systems
February 23
BS, BA and IVbA candidates: interview RCA, on
campus, for our Computer Sales and Systems Program.
The Program consists of ten weeks of formal training
at Cherry Hill, New Jersey that will provide you with
a broad knowledge of the field of your choice Sales
or Systems followed by an assignment at one of
our field sales offices located throughout the United
States. You will be working directly with the complete
Spectra 70 family of computers which are highlighted
by large-scale communications and time-sharing
applications.
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COLPITIS TRAVEL CENTER

444 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY, MASS
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See your placement officer to arrange an interview.
Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. CSS,
Building 205-1, Camden, N.J. 08101. We are an
equal opportunity employer.
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evidence against him as flimsy and
full of inconsistencies. "Abbie
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, for
example," he asserted,
"supposedly advocated 'public
fornication' in the Chicago parks
during the convention. Rubin and
Hoffman never used the words
'public fornication' in their lives,
although they might have called
for a "lot of fucking." The

audience chuckled.
Froines said that the evidence
against Rennie Davis is that "he

threw a sweater at a dirty fascist
Pig"
The "Boston Day After"
demonstrations will begin the day
after the court convictions, at
Park St. MBTA station at 4 pm.
The Chicago eight ate John
Frounes, Dave Dellinger, Jeny
Rubin, Abbie Hoffman, Lee
Weiner, Tom Haysen, Rennie
Davis and Bobby Scale.
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Elections

(continued from page 1)
independent study for students,
and other "free university" type
ideas. It supports self

determination for black students
including a black dormitory and
50 per cent womenrepresentation
in A&S.
The Hackett platform strongly
steps upon the housing situation.
It says,"The rule that should
govern (in housing): no
no acceptance." All four
bed
years, the platform says, should
be represented in the new dorms;
"There should be an end to
segregationof freshmen."
Hackett demands that housing
renovation promises which were
made last spring should be
fulfilled. His platform announces
a theme of "partnership." Under
this label, he suggests the
communication of the
undergraduate presidents of the
twenty-eight Jesuit universities in
the U.S. to consider seeking
outside state aid for theircontrol.
He also calls for partnership with
BC alumni in the way of
sponsoring seminars and funding.
Under partnership, he also
recommends Heights autonomy.
Both candidates support a
tuition contract by which a
student should be guaranteed a
constant tuition throughout his
four years at the university.
Kieffer and Hackett approach
their platforms differently.
Kieffer's platform is
student-minded in the context of
a student government, while
Hacket's platform is more
UGBC-minded with a student
body under it. Hackett's platform
sees UGBC in relationship with
the UAS, UNCLE, Alumni, Jesuit
universities, and other student

15
organizations, while
Kieffer looks at UGBC in
relationship to the
student-as-student; not student in
relation to an organization.
Neither candidate would
specify where he expected his
support to come from in the final
election. Kieffer said that students
who were serious about a big
change would vote for him.
Hackett said that he couldn't
structured

judge where his support would
come from. 1833 students voted
in the presidential contest, and
1674 cast ballots for vice
president.

Both agreed that thenplatforms are very different from
one another.

Box Score
The primary election returns by
school:

Ed.

Nur. SOM A&S

Presidential
Kieffer
Hackett

85
84
77
Palac
Ginnetty 85
Tonzi
35
O'Connor 8
3
Berkey

40

4

61
115
32
49
157
4

-

292
125
123
108
84
20
18

85

113

330

96
61
42

5

Vice-Presidential
Moriarity 142

79

45

McGuigan 61

98

136

47
14
9

56
92

123
80

Pellow

Abbruzzeses9

Page,
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If you don't like the way people talk to each other,
we'll pay you to change it.

We're in the communications business.
And during the next 30 years we're going to upgrade all the equipment we now have in order to provide even better service to our 6 million
existing customers.
As if that weren't enough we're also going to have to come up with
enough new equipment to provide telephone service to about 26 million
more people. As well as equipment for a much more extensive data communications program.
We need enough people (electrical, civil, mechanical and industrial
engineers, designers, accountants and economists) to plan, design, build
and operate a company that will be four times bigger than we are today.
We also need engineers, researchers and scientists to develop electronic
switching equipment, laser and other communications systems we'll be
using 10, 25 and 50 years from now.
But this is only one part of our communications business.
Our Sylvania people, for example, are involved in other types of
communications. Like color television sets, satellite tracking stations
and educational television systems.
Automatic Electric, Lenkurt, Ultronic Systems andsomeof ourother
companies, subsidiaries and divisions are working on advanced types of
integrated circuitry, .electro-opticals and communications systems between people and computers and between computers and computers.
So if you think you have something to say about the way people talk
to each other... we're ready to listen.

BY TONY NUZZO

On Friday, BC students will
vote on a referendum which
would allow Congress to exercise
final jurisdiction over allocation
of the student activitiesfee.
Last Nov. 20, the Congress
barely passed an amendment to
the Constitution which Michael
Sheridan, vice president of UGBC,
said "will make the Finance
Committee more responsible "for
student funds."
The amendment to be voted on
reads: "The Congress shall:
exercise final jurisdiction over
allocation of the student activities
fee."
At the 1967 Constitutional
Convention, during which UGBC
was formed, the original article
read, in part,: "The Congress
shall: exercise final jurisdiction
over allocation of student
activities fee, with the exception
of a guaranteed flat rate per
college student allocated to the
student Senates or forums of the
individual colleges and schools."
This former article determined
that the Senates should be
financially autonomous. In the
words of Dan Cahill, acting
Chairman of the A&S Senate, "If
the referendum is passed, it will
relegate the Senates to the same
position of the ski club."
With the provisions made in
this referendum, each Senate and
its programs designed specifically
by and for the students in one
school of the university are
subject to the approval of all the
students in all the colleges
through UGBC.
(continued on page 16)

General Telephone & Electronics
Equal Opportunity Employer

SylvaniaElectric

Products

*

Lenkurt Electric

? Automatic Electric

TelephoneCompanies in 34 States * General TelephoneDirectory Company ? General Telephone& Electronics
General Telephone & Electronics International \u25a0 GT&E Data Services GT&E Communications

*

*

63

Berkey 21. In the
Vice-presidential contest the
totals were: Moriarity 670, Pellow
358, McGuigan 287, Abbruzzese
245 and Page 114.

...

A&S Senate

23

The totals are: Kieffer 478,
Hackett 420, Palac 293, Ginnetty
284, Tonzi 281, O'Connor 36 and

Laboratories
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UAS

agenda: demonstration policy recommendations
4) Committee on Academic
Development

c) academic calendar re-

The University Academic
Senate meets '.omorrow in
McGuinn Auditorium at 7:30
with the following agenda:
1. Approval of minutes of December 10 meeting.
2. Chairman's Report
3. Election to fill Executive
Committee vacancy created by
Michael Ryan, who Will enter
the serviceFeb. 20.
4. Committee Reports
1) Committee on Curriculum and Educational Policy
a) status of ROTC subcommittee
b) status of UNCLE re-

port

a) recommendations on
Boston College Environmental Center (BCEC)

d) grading report
2) Committee on Student
Affairs (see article p. 14)
a) placement policy

5. New Business

recommendations
b) demonstration policy

6. Adjournment

recommendations
3) Faculty Welfare Commit-

Telephone

tee

a) approval of purpose
and scope of committee
b)

reaffirmation

(continued from page 3)

of

policy on faculty dining

this to the director of
administrative services, and not

report

room
c)

port

Harvard

Community

the switchboard.
The college community is also

Health Plan

A&S Senate

to include their extension
number on all correspondence to
alleviate the burden on the (continued from page 15)

asked

switchboard.
Bill Conti, former Chairman of
The" communications office has the A&S Senate, asked Stephen
been approached many times by Collins, administrativeassistant to
dorm students requesting the Vice-President, to form a

additional phones in the dorms.
Within the next few weeks, two
phones will be installed in
Cheverus, one in Fitzpatrick, and
one in O'Connell.

commission under Article
VII-Interpretation of the
Constitution to study the
constitutionality of such an
amendment and present a verdict
of it before the amendment was
to be presented to the students.
This was done approximately two
weeks ago. According to the
Constitution, "The commission
shall be required to pass
judgement on a disputed question
within fifteen (15) class days of

The Telephone Company has
stated that in order to install
additional phones, the new ones
must be expected to generate at
least $30 in income per month. At
present the majority of phones are
averaging between $34 and $38 a
month, so more phones cannot be
added.
its introduction."
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you i oin tne National Security Agency. In fact, working for NSA will
wi
bring you (ace to face with mathematical challenges so great that they frequentlyquently go beyond the known boundaries of mathematical knowledge.
NSA is the agency within the federal government that is responsible for designing and developing invulnerable communications systems and EDP
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devices to transmit and receive vital information.
The Career Scene at NSA: As a mathematician at NSA, you will play an
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active part in defining, formulating and solving communications-related problems, many of major national significance. Statistical mathematics, matrix
algebra, finite fields, probability, combinatorial analysis, programming and
symbolic logic are but a few of the tools applied by Agency mathematicians.
Theoretical research is also a vital concern at NSA, owing to the fact that
the present state of knowledge in certain fields of mathematics is not sufficiently advanced to satisfy NSA requirements.
Your Imagination, a Vital Factor: Because you will be working at and be*yond the present-day state-of-the-art, your imagination will be stretched to
its limits. Mathematical problems will seldom be formulated and handed to
you. Instead you will help define the problem by observing its origin and
characteristics and the trends of data associated with it. You will then determine whether the problem and data are susceptible to mathematical treatment, and if so, how.
Career Benefits: NSA's liberal graduate study program permits you to pursue
two semesters of full-time graduate study at full salary. Nearly all academic
costs are borne by NSA, whose proximity to seven universities is an addi-
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where imagination is the essential qualification.
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tional asset.
Starting salaries, depending on education and experience, range from
$9,169.00 to $15,000.00, and increases will follow systematically as you
assume additional responsibility. Further, you will enjoy the varied career
benefits and other advantages of Federal employment without the necessity
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W Service certification.
Check with your Placement Office tor further information about NSA, or write
College Relations Branch, National Security Agency, Fort George
t0:
Meade, Md. 20755. Attn: M321. An equal opportunity employer, M&F.
Campus Interview Dates: February 19,1970
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RPIEagslehsberatwlMott13-6, rick
A seven goal scoring barrage in
the second period carried the
Eagle hockey team to a 13-6
pasting over a pugilistic RPI sextet
at the Forum last Friday night.
Sophomore Tom Mellor lighted
the lamp three times and assisted
on three of the goals while

WFwm> tl/Mlil A TW °-

night's Beanpot Final against BU.
He accounted for a goal and two
assists before being bounced. It
appeared as though the Engineers
had come to town for a brawl
rather than a hockey game as
referees tooted a total of 30
penalties, 20 against the visitors.
Scuffles and numerous verbal
exchanges marred play
throughout and at the conclusion
Eagle rooters booed the visitors
off the ice.
Senior John Snyder also tallied
a hat trick in contributing to the
BC output. Kevin Ahearn notched

Ail-American Tim Sheehy netted
one goal and assisted on four
others to lead the offensive

onslaught.
The game was not without cost
however, as first line right wing
Paul Schilling was ejected for
fighting, a penalty which
eliminated his participation in last

DAY EXHIBITION 8. SALE

H LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
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contemporary printmakers

CAMPUS CUE

More than 400 lithographs, etchings,
BJrmMnlrl
mB-_l '1 'ill woodcuts and screenprints on

show,
including works by: PICASSO, DURER,
IwIBS'SsPBgOYA, CHAGALL, DAUMIER, CASSAT,
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TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
Also MANUSCRIPTS AND MAPS
9 ITEMS FROM $8 to $3000

590 Comm. Ave.
Boston, Mass.
Near Ken more Sq.

Corner College Rd. & Beacon St.
Feb. 11 & 12,1970
Weds. & Thurs. 10-5

POCKET BILLIARDS
"GREAT FOR
A DATE"
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goals and captain John McKersie beat Jim Barton to tic
Sullivan, Bob Haley, and Tim the score at 1-1. Two more
Smythe added one apiece to markers by Sullivan and Shey put
round out the scoring.
the Kellymen back in front 3-1 at
The victory marked the second the end of the opening stanza.
time the Eagles have bombed RPI
RPI narrowed the gap to 3-2 as
this season. Over Christmas in Ron Moreau, of Penetanguishene,
ECAC Holiday Tournament the Ontario twitched the twine at
hapless Engineers fell 7-1. BC has
1:43. This was as close as they
prevailed over the New York
were to come as the Eagles went
battlers in six of the last seven on a scoring spree of six

contests.
The RPI net was riddled with
rubber as the Eagles peppered the
visitors goalies Terry Jordan and
Willie Wetherell with 56 shots in
the course of the evening. The
Engineers mustered a mere 31 in
rep?y. !
The Eagles were never behind
as it took Schilling less than a
minute and a half to find the
range. At 9:10, RPI center Ross

WANTED
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
UNLIMITED COMMISSIONS
NO INVESTMENT,
NO PAPERWORK
Write for information to:
Miss Barbara Kumble
College Bureau Manager
Record Club of America
270 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
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TRAIN FOR THE PEACE CORPS
DURING SPRING SEMESTER

Joe'sBarber Shop
Cleveland Circle
Special Student discount
on Razor cut with this ad
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That is the question! And up till now, you've probably
said, "Alas, too expensive."
At Waterville Valley, we have special week day rates:
$5.00 per day for mid-week skiing - all season long
except holidays and vacations.
An easy drive... Only 2V_ hoursfrom Boston on
interstate highways. A great way to get away from the
pressure in the middle of the week... when there
are no lift lines. Skiing for beginner to expert.
2 mountains with 30 slopes and trails, snowmaking
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NIKON F
body & prism finder for sale.
See Dan Natchek in the
Heights office, McElroy 102,
extension 100.

lb ski...
or not to ski...

Harvard-Radcliffe Peace Corps internship program will be accepting
24 Seniors from Boston Area Colleges to begin academic year
training in February for Senegal and Chad. On-the-job Training
overseas begins end of June. Application deadline is February 13.
For info, call or stop by Peace Corps Office, Agassiz House,
Radcliffe Yard. 864-8100 EXT. 3604 or 3608. If no answer, call Eve
Epstein EXT. 3657.
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unanswered goals to put the game
out of reach and lifted their log to
11-2 in division!.
Although the fighting
continued throughout, RPI was
already out for the count. Midway
through the second period,
Schilling and his sparring partner
John Renwick went at it in
earnest drawing 10 minute
misconducts and game sentences.
The five points upped Sheehy's
ECAC scoring leadership total to
56 points on 22 goals and 34
assists. His closest competitor is
teammate Kevin Ahearn with 17
goals 20 assists for 46 points.

and first-class mountain maintePhoto

moved'_.

buttheCPbulists

«amp S

StajrOn...

The Paulists arrived on the
West Side of New York City
in 1858. In 1895 they moved
into San Francisco's Chinatown and into the fringes of
Chicago's Loop in 1904.
They're still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods
change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometirnes Jhey go down
but through it all the Paulist
stays. As long ;(s. there arc
people to be served the Paulist
will be there.
The Paulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does new things. That's
one of the characteristics Of
the Paulist order: using their
own individual talents in new
ways to meet the needs of a
fast-changing world in the colin communications
leges
in the ghettos'.
If you have given some thought
to becoming a Priest, write for
an illustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
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ski school, 4 new inns, lounges 4-4
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with dancing and entertainment. >4mw ~ew
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nance, 10 major lifts, including
a new expert lift, International
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Frosh

Grapplers

hoopsters display balance, poise;

Powers

bow

to

MIT

best in five years

performers, forced BC to sacrifice
BY BILL FOGARTY
The BC Wrestling Team the 118 pound division.
Captain Larry McDade was
absorbed their third consecutive
loss last Wednesday night, 29-11, hard pressed to retain his
BY JERE KELLY
each game channeling the ball to provide the varsity with the big
to a powerful MIT squad. The
undefeated status, but used a
man they need next year. This is a
Power
has
been the big men and racking up from
Frank
in
reversal
and two more points
presently
rated
third
Engineers,
serious problem, but might be
producing consistantly superior 15 to 20 assists per game.
partially offset by the speed and New England, were handed 15 riding time for a 4-0 win. The 125
Frosh basketball teams for 18
Good balance implies good expertise of the team.
points as the undermanned Eagles pound senior has an unblemished
years now. This year's set is no subs. The Eaglet bench holds
were forced to forfeit three record after 7 battles and should
Remaining games include MIT
exception, in fact Power believes several excellent reserves. Bobby and Harvard, February 20 and 21.
contests in the s course of the be a contender at the New
that his present court troop Spitz, sixth man, is the smallest Rival Holy Cross, considered the
England tournament in March.
evening.
outclasses any in the last five player at 59 but is remarkably best Frosh team on the schedule
Tony Maccarini put BC in
The absence of former star
years.
accurate at the foul line-shooting meets the Eaglets on February 28
Dick Power, who is sidelined with front by an 8-5 score on a pin
Remarkably
good balance from 90 to 91 percent. Spitz's at Worcester, the frosh edged a pinched nerve in his neck, and with only six seconds remaining in
the ineligibility of frosh his match, Maccarini is also
distinguishes the present Eaglet ability is particularly useful at the them in their first meeting 89-86.
undefeated in the season with 3
squad. Heading the front five are end of a game?in the Holy Cross
pins to his credit thus far.
big men Tom Anstett and Dave and Northeastern games he was
Freitag.
Anstett, an all-state shooting 100 percent. Gordon
Sophomore Joe Frieda,
from
Quigley Seminary Brown, a tight end on this year's
selection
wrestling in his first match
team, from
dropped a decision in the 142
North in Chicago, at 67, is a Frosh football
high Medford, spent most of the grid
player
hitting
finesse
pound class, as MIT tied the
season out with a sore foot, so is
percentages in the 18 to 20 foot
count, 8-8. In the 160 pound
category, senior Lou Milkowski
area. If Anstett demonstrates playing his first collegiate
finesse, then Dave Freitag, an competition on the court. Brown,
crushed his opponent 12-0 in a
all-metropolitan choice from St.
64, subbed for Freitag when the
match where he came close to
John's High in Washington, D.C., big man fouled out in the early
pins twice.
at 66, night be said to provide part of the Northeastern game.
At this point, forfeits,
power. Freitag, a good defensive Craig Shore and Al Travaglini,
ailments, and inexperience took
player, has the valuable ability to both from the Boston area round
their toll as MIT swept the
draw others in with him when he out the Eagle's regular reserves.
remaining five classes.
goes in for a snag.
After yielding the 150 bout,
So far, brandishing a 14-2
BC's
Tom Bergfield suffered his
Guard, Don MacAloon, from record, the Frosh are faring better
first setback of the season in the
Birminghan, Michigan, has good
than
their
immediate
167 pound tangle by a close 4-0
speed and concentrates on the predecessors?who finished with a
contest.
His foe notched two
losses,
outside shots. Mike Farricker, a
15-3. Both of the Eaglet
points for a reversal and another
fast
62
from
Greenwich UConn and Providence, were last
pair for riding time for the
Connecticut, has good range, up minute decisions; both times the
victory.
to
as
the
squeaked
by
strength
winning
feet,
to 22
and adds
shots
Because injured Frank
the Eaglets' fast breaks.
buzzer sounded.
(177) could not
Genovese
The one weakness noted by
Rounding off the five is Bobby
Smith, who Power calls the Power?a long range weakness?is IT'S GOOD AND ONE-Frosh center Dave Freitag is fouled laying-up participate, the Eagles forfeited
their third bout of the night. Bill
two-pointer. Photo by Mark Herlihy
"stabilizer" of the frosh cagers. the team's inability, because of its
still weak from a
Moschella,
Smith ably regulates the tempo of lack of outstanding size, to
recent cold, dropped his battle in
the 191 pound section by a
decision.
(continued from page 20)
In the final heavyweight
This Saturday BC faces a team that also carries the play. BC likes to
confrontation, soph Chris Baker,
break out of their own zone and set up their proficient forwards. who was drafted by- the wrestling
Cornell tries to keep the puck in their opponent's end most of the team two weeks ago, was pinned
I can't remember a basketball season with so many close, tense night. The result of the meeting of the two forces will decide the game, to climax the match. Baker has
never grappled before, but he
games. The Eagles are constantly behind but come on like gangbusters with extra pressure riding on goalie Jim Barton. He must hold Cornell exhibited exceptional strength.
Eagles
they
off
if
the
for
win,
surely
are to
will be almost
unable to
near the end. This makes the losses even harder to take. The suspense
Baker gains a little more
match
their
scoring pace,
seasonal
stands
at
than six After
greater
every
way
should continue as
is strong.
opponent the rest of the
experience, coach Jim Maloney is
Speaking of this week's opposition, URI and Seton Hall, both teams goals per game (eighty goals in thirteen games, pre-RPI and BU). hoping he can provide sorely
were involved in weird games in which bizarre events stopped recent Writing from last week's perspective, what can best be said is that the needed power in the heavyweight
games. At URI last week, against St. John's, a savage rainshower caused Eagles will be playing a team with the same style ofplay as BU, except class
a skylight to blow open flooding the court with torrents of rain. When that Cornell is better at it than the Terriers.
BC will have to hit. You must move a forechecking team around to
the players kept slipping all over the court the referees had to suspend
shut
them off, to keep them from forcing the puck loose. In brief, you
the game and continue it the next afternoon.. During the Seton
Hall-American U game at Seton Hall, play was halted with ten seconds must stop their game, then when you mount your own you can open
to go with the home forces leading 64-63 when a group of things up. The forwards will have to move their counterparts off the
demonstrators protesting the dismissal by the cheerleading squad of puck and the defense will have to cover?the Eagles cannot afford to
two black cheerleaders sat down on the court and delayed the action leave things open and let Cornell work up a lead that they'll be able to
for 25 minutes. They finally left when athletic director Rev. John nurse. For Tom Mellor and John Sullivan, it means the chance to use ail
Horgan signed a statement promising to ban the cheerleading squad of their considerable wile; a high test of their magnificent talent and
from home and away games for the rest of the season. The incident hockey sense. For Pete Morse, Jack Cronin and Jim Barton, it is the fire

rates team

Ryan (con't)

Locker Rumors

Inch decides hoop year

***

Wine n Cans

Is Here!

caused quite a stir and made front page news in the student paper. * * *
In other basketball news, if you didn't catch it, previously unbeaten
Kentucky, St. Bonaventure, and Jacksonville have all sustained their
first losses. Kentucky lost to Vanderbilt 89-82, St. Bonaventure to
Villanova 64-62, and Jacksonville was beaten by Florida State 89-83.
All three upsets came on the road. * * * If the Patriots leave Boston it
will leave a lot of empty "ink" for Boston's only other top football
team--BC * * * Cornell is doing what UCLA is doing- winning without
their superstar. The loss of Ken Dryden was supposed to mean the end
of the Big Red's dynasty. But that's what they said about Lou
Alcindor. * * * It was really heartening to watch Holy Cross blow the
Duquesne game last week. When the going got tough Venne and Adams
refused to shoot and Kissane had to try his best with four men all over
him. * * * Since the Cross is opening against Army that just gives the
Cadets a better record leading up to the BC game and our victory will
look that much better. * * * If you haven't been reading the letters to
the editor in Sports Illustrated you're missing the fun. Every pre-Super
Bowl issue has a new bathing suit preview, and for weeks afterwards the
latters from the "concerned" parents who feel that SI has become
immoral, pour in. One of the all-time greats was from a junior
high-schooler who couldn't figure why he couldn't find his favorite
magazine in the school library. * * * The BC-Harvard frosh basketball
game is Feb. 21 (Saturday) at Cambridge. * * *

this time; may this baptism save the Eagles from limbo, as we've always
been promised it would.

BC

-

CORNELL

EXCLUSIVE AM BROADCAST
SATURDAY NITE 7:55
WVBC SPORTS LINEUP

Feb. 11 Rhode Island 8:05
Feb. 14 Seton Hall 1:20
Feb. 17 Georgetown 8:05
March 3 St. John's 8:05

Feb. 18 Providence 8:10
Feb. 25 BU 8:10
ECAC PLAYOFFS
NCAA PLAYOFFS
Dave Pearlman
John DiGiorgio
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II
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play-by-play

Al Naclerio
Charlie Lawson

640AM
McElroy Commons

Open A Can Of
Wine Tonight!
That's right. We Canned the
grape. Rose, Burgundy and
Chablis in Party Tyme's
unique flavor-gard* aluminum cans.
Just pop top and pour. All
aluminum can chills quickly and holds 8 ozs.?just
right for two glasses. But
most of all, we used the
most luscious California
wine grapes grown because
in Party Tyme Wine, taste
is where it's at.
NOW AT YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET,
PACKAGE OR WINE STORE.
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Hoopsters begin season resurgence
with wins over UMass, Fordham
BY MARK MCCREADY
Chuck Daly's surging
basketball Eagles continued their
second half drive last week as they
recorded two more impressive
victories. Their victims, UMass
83-76, and Fordham 71-68,
extend the Eagles current winning
streak to three triumphs in the
last four games, and their best
stretch this year.
Lifting their mark to 8-10 on
the season, the Eagles dealt the
Redmen a convincing defeat
before a fine Tuesday night crowd
at Roberts Center. On the road
Saturday afternoon at Fordham,
BC overcame a pre-game pep talk
by former BC President now
Fordham President Rev. Edmund
Walsh who encouraged the Rams
to "Pluck the Eagles."
In both contests, BC used a
second half spurt to tuck the
games into their win column.
Against UMass the Eagles trailed
by as much as 15 midway through
the first half, before going to the
full court zone press that
narrowed the gap to two points at
the intermission. The second half
saw BC run off ten straight points
to lead 45-37 before the Redmen
could mount an attack.
Saturday's battle was a see-saw
affair in which both teams
exchanged the lead with Fordham
taking a 40-39 lead at the half.
Then the Eagles went from a man
to man defense to a 1-1-3 zone
that throttled the Rams into
scoring only two points in the
first six minutes of the second

Basketball Beanpot?

Another Beanpot has passed into history as two huge crowds have
witnessed a pair of collegiate hockey double-headers. People say that
half. In that period, the Eagles the Eagles converted 11 of 14 the Beanpot is such a great tournament. That's if you like tournaments
were able to build up a 13 point tries from the charity stripe which in which one team draws a bye and two competitors are matched for
advantage, but had to hang on at became the margin of victory.
Jimmy O'Brien had another the honor of engaging in the championship game.
the end to win it on Tom
The Beanpot is only half a great tournament. Northeastern, who has
Veronneau's lay-up in the dying outstanding game as he threw in
29
and
assisted
11
other
points
on
trouble
with Division II hockey teams, unfortunately can not seriously
clinch
the
game.
seconds to
baskets. He played the last six threaten BC, BU, or Harvard, for the Hub hockey title. Notice that
Both teams had a hot hand in minutes with four fouls on him,
Northeastern always gets the early (6:45) game. In fairness to their
this with BC shooting 56.6 from three of which were offensive
an equal right to the second ice.
the floor as compared to 53.3 for calls. Veronneau followed in the supporters, the Huskies should have
But no one else wants to watch NU play. The large crowd on hand
the Rams. Fordham made only 4 scoring parade with 13, going 6
of 7 free throw attempts including for 7 from the floor and raising during the final period of the BC-NU game was primarily there to see
none in the second half, whereas his seasonal percentage to 58.8. how good BC was or thereearly to guarantee a good parking space.
The Garden could have a great tournament. It wouldn't sell out right
away. But neither did the Beanpot at first. Traditions have to be built.
Under a host of world championship banners, and amid more
memories than any other basketball arena in the world houses, take
Boston College, Holy Cross, Providence, and Harvard and let them play
off each year and you'll see a great tournament.
New England is gradually becoming a basketball hotbed. Providence
has always been a national name. BC and HC have developed a
perennial sense of winning. Now Harvard and Dartmouth, with
extraordinary freshman teams, are about to make a stiff challenge to
Columbia and Princeton for the Ivy title. Northeastern has graduated to
university division play and a tougher schedule. Yankee Conference
contenders, UMass, URI, and UConn have outgrown the mediocrity of
the rest of their league.
The rivalries between these New England teams have afforded
exciting quality competition over the years. Why not showcase the
thrill-packed action of college basketball for a wider audience? Why not
let some of the country's top players display their abilities in the only
team sport in which one individual can so thoroughly dominate a single
contest? Why not let the average Boston sports fan in on what he's been
missing all these years?
In choosing BC, Holy Cross, Providence, and Harvard you come the
closest to a tournament which embodies the best qualities of the
ONE FOR JULIUS-UMass's Julius Erving pulls down one of his 19 Beanpot.
rebounds in second half action. Photo by Mark Herlihy
First where the Beanpot decides the "city" championship
his highest of the year after an
(Cambridge and Chestnut Hill are considered part of Boston), this
early season slump. Frank
Fitzgerald chimed in with 12 and basketball tournament (nameless as of now but please suggest a catchy
Yin Costello had 10 for the bulk name) would crown the New England champion.
of the offensive punch.
Although there are more than four good teams in New England,
UMass came out ready to run
these four have represented supremacy in the past or will represent it in
the Eagles off the court in the
took the 60 yard dash for the early going as the Redmen the future. Providence was the sole New England power during the 60's
second year in a row setting a controlled both the boards and until the Eagles dethroned them in 1967. Now Holy Cross is considered
meet and tying a track record the ball in constructing a 31-16 the class team in the area as they renaissance their 1950
with a time of 6.3 seconds. Both lead with eight minutes left in the (Cousy-Heinsohn-Palazzi) glories. Harvard, with one of the top
the record he broke and the one half. Then Daly called for the
he tied were marks he had set press with O'Brien and Pete freshman teams in the country, is coming and coming strong.
The four schools are all close to Boston for accessibility. Dartmouth,
himself last season.
Sollenne doing most of the
The 600 yard run was the only ball-hawking that resulted in soon to be a contender, is too far away. The Yankee Conference teams
steals,- easy buckets, and general have a league rivalry which seems to eliminate them. Northeastern and
event where two B.C. scored.
Captain Mark Murray came in confusion on the part of the BU are still not ready for a continual dose of quality competition.
fourth with a time of 1:13.2, Redmen.
A second factor which makes the Beanpot appealing is the strong
while Don Ricciato was right
Julius Erving, the fine
sense
of rivalry. Here at BC, the worst possible athletic defeat is a loss
behind him in fifth place with a sophomore forward for UMass put
to
BU
in hockey. But a close second is meeting hardship at the hands of
on a show in the first half snaring
time of 1:13.5.
Ken Ryan proved himself one
15 points and 12 rebounds, more Holy Cross on the hardcourt. Also the BC-PC games have been heated
of the best long sprinters around than the entire Eagle squad. over the years. Just as the Beanpot foes play each other during the year,
by taking second in the 440, However the nation's second these New England foes also encounter one another as frequently.
running it in a time of 50.7 leading bounder was held to 19
The only argument against such a tournament is a financial one. The
seconds. Laid up for much of the rebs for the game and 26 points.
Boston
Garden Christmas Tourney, a two-year experiment,
fall by injuries, Ken has snapped He was followed by John
into
and
Betancourt
with
25.
had a brief life. Nobody came. Two reasons explain it. The
shape
appears
(1966-1967)
himself
BC's final half thrust was holiday dates caught the host team (BC) and the local teams (PC,
ready to go.
Jack lies and Frank Walsh, both triggered by Costello and UMass) with their legions of true b-ball fans home for vacations.
led their respective events, the Fitzgerald who each netted 15 in
Mile and the 1000, for the greater the half and 23 and 22 Second, the visiting teams, national names like Syracuse, LaSalle,
part of the races, before being respectively. OB added 16 points North Carolina State-were relatively unknown to the ignorant Boston
nipped at the tape by Harvard's and 13 assists to the cause that
Sports fans. Made ignorant, by the way, through the likewise ignorant'
Royce Shaw. lies did his mile in saw the Eagle lead never Boston sportswriters. Besides it was still football season.
4:14.1, while Walsh covered the threatened after the burst.
Holding the event in prime time?the weekend (Friday and
1000 yards in 2:15.1.
The next three games on the
The mile relay team of Ryan, hoopster's schedule are at home Saturday) after the Beanpot final in February?and with familiar teams,
lies,
Murray against Rhode Island tomorrow these difficulties can be circumvented. With a generous boost from the
Ricciato
and
combined for a clocking of night, currently fighting for the press and the local alumni, such a tournament could realistically draw
3:25.6 nailing down second in the Yankee Conference title, Seton 6000-8000 fans a night. Can you imagine the likes of Jimmy O'Brien,
event and assuring the second Hall Saturday, with Marvin (the
Bob Kissane, James Brown, Ray Johnson, Floyd Lewis, Buddy Venne,
place finish for the squad in the
Marvel) Knight, and Georgetown
overall standings.
(12-5) and NIT hopeful. Then BC Vinnie Costello, Ernie DeGregorio, Jack Adams, Matt Bozak, Frank
With victories over M.I.T. and hits the road against Duquesne Fitzgerald, Jim Larranaga, Brian Newmark, Fran Costello, Dave Freitag,
Rhode Island before Christmas, (11-5), Holy Cross on the 28th, Don Sasso, Gary Wilkens, Rick Bolus, and more in one tournament.
and now this fine, showing and closes the season with St.
7:30 Holy Cross-Harvard
coaches Gilligan and MacNiel see
John's at home on March 3. If BC
PC-BC
9:30
no reason why an undefeated were to win all these games they
winners to meet tomorrow night)
(The
winter season and a strong would finish 14-10 and it's
Unfortunately,
you can't buy your tickets for this doubleheader
showing in the New England conceivable that the Eagles could
Meet, Feb. 22 cannot be achieved. get an NIT bid.
today. But that, folks, is a great tournament.

Runners finish second
in Greater Boston
BY DENNIS BERRY
The Greater Boston Collegiate
track championships held at
Harvard's Bubble last weekend
proved successful for the Eagle
track squad as they placed second
with 40 points, Harvard was the
runaway winner with 85. This is
their highest total in seven years
and it was enough to edge
Northeastern out of the second
spot they have held since 1963.
The real team contest was
between B.C. and Northeastern
second
place.
Scoring
for
performances by nine men and a
second in the mile relay gave the
Eagles the runner-up role. N.U.
finished third with 31 points,
followed by B.U. with 26, M.I.T.
9, Brandeis 3, and Tufts 1.
Senior weight man Harry
Krause led B.C. with 8 points
placing second in both the shot
and the 35 lb. weight with throws
0f49'4 3/4and 59' respectivly.
Krause was edged out of the
weight crown on Harvard's Ed
Nosel's last throw of 592".
Dan Burke and Charly Knowles
also scored in the field events.
Burke the defending champion in
the long jump, took fourth, with a
leap of 225", Knowles hurt by a
lack of practice, placed fourth in
the high jump going over the bar
at 6' even. This spring these two
should improve their already good
performances.
Burke also entered the 60 yard
hurdles and upset a number of
to
take an
good runners
unexpected second in the event.
Mike Johnson, who wins dashes
as easily as Harvard wins meets,
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BU

surge wins Beanpot

BY TOM BURKE
A trickling- shot from a
seat-of-the-pants position by BU's
Wayne Gowing with a little less
than 3 minutes to play provided
the 5-4 margin of victory for the
Terriers over the Eagles in last
night's Beanpot Final at Boston
Garden. It was Gowing's third
goal of a wild third period and it
spoiled Jim Barton's phenomenal
52 save effort in the BC net.
Actually, the blonde junior
goalie kept BC in the game all the
way, as BU ployed its
swift-skating, helter skelter game
in much the same manner as that
8-3 debacle at the Arena. Barton's
acrobatics, plus a few timely plays
by some of the BC skaters kept
the game close. But the shots on
goal, 57-28 in favor of BU, tell the
real story.
BC started quickly as
defenseman John Sullivan worked
his way into position to wrist a 25
footer past BU goalie Tim Regan.
IN VAIN. BC's last shot with ten seconds to go is stopped by defense The goal came at 3:00 on a power
play, as Kevin Ahearn picked up
and bounds wide.
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Same old story
It was the same old story.
Only this time before a sell out crowd of 14,835 hockey mad
patrons. And only this time goalie Jim Barton made it close. His 52
saves, some of them robberies which would have warmed the hearts of
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, were more than double opposing
netminder Tim Regan's in the Terrier cage.
Sprawling on his back, flopping on his stomach, reaching back with
his gloved hand, Barton staged an uncanny performance that saw him
deflect, 'catch, and smother everything he could get a piece of.
However, it was not enough as it served only to keep the loss from
being another humiliation.
BU played Jack Kelley's style of hockey to perfection against the
Eagles, They skated relentlessly up and down the ice all night
forechecking and breaking up Eagle thrusts before they could get
underway. Their position hockey helped them defensively and
offensively to clear the puck up the wings to their forwards and then to
apply persistent pressure on the BC defense.
Although defenseman Mike Hyndman was the writers choice for the
MVP award it could have easily gone to any number of Terrier players.
Center Larry Davenport was a prime threat along with linemate Wayne
Gowing, who potted the hat trick including the winner.
The story of the hockey game came down to the fact that BU was
playing their game and BC was letting them. Instead of containing the
Terriers persistent machine-like attack, the Eagles wound up trying to
play BU's type of game. Unfortunately, BC had as much trouble trying
to get an attack started as they did in attaining the finished product.
Snooks Kelly's strategy of dumping the puck into the opposing
team's end and then chasing it down proved unsuccessful against BU's
swift skating crew. Most of the loose pucks were recovered by the
Terriers and sent down right wing. The ones BC managed to salvage
rarely resulted in a good scoring opportunity.
Even in power play situations, at BC forte this year, an organized
scoring thrust hardly materialized. The absence of Paul Schilling
required that center Tim Sheehy man the right point, a move that
weakened the whole setup.
And so the BU mastery continues. With their fourth Beanpot
championship in the last five years the Terriers have now made it 12
out of 13 victories since the streak started in 1965. This latest setback
marks the first time BU has defeated BC in a Beanpot final in six
attempts. The Eagles get- a third crack at their cross-town rivals at
already-sold-out McHugh on the 25th, but somehow a victory then will
be a small footnote to an old story.

an assist.
Tim Sheehy upped the count
to 2-0 at 15:33, slapping home a
centering pass from the stick of
Scott Godfrey. It was a 35 foot
blast straight down the pipe and
Regan never had a prayer. Timmy,
by the way, logged about 45
minutes of ice time. In addition to
centering Charlie Toczylowski and
John Snyder on his regular shift,
he took the place of suspended
Paul Schilling as the right wing for
Kevin Ahearn and Godfrey plus
playing the point on the BC
power play.
Cocky little "Thunder"
Thornton narrowed the count to
2-1 at 7:58 of the second frame as
a bouncing puck caromed off his
chest into the net.
Godfrey got that one back 8
minutes later. Scott poked the
rubber through traffic in front of
the net as he was pretzeled by the
BU defense.
Barton, who had to be seen to
be believed, had 32 saves to
Regan's 18 through two periods.
Nearly all the BU snipers,
especially Mike Hyndman of the
booming slapshot, were shaking
their heads at Jim's display of
grand larceny.

Gowing scored twice and Larry
Davenport tallied once to put BU
up 4-3 in the third period. But
Godfrey was back again at 16:06
and knotted the count with a long
low forehand from the right

boards.
But the Maroon and Gold
contingent of the crowd only
enjoyed one minute of ecstasy, as
Gowing completed his hat 'trick
and put the game out of reach.
Coach Kelley (Snooks) pulled
Barton, who had 20 saves in the
final period, in favor of an extra
skater in the waning seconds, but
though the Eagles strafed the BU
cage the tying goal didn't
materialize.
BU outskated and outshot BC
by a good margin, but in all
fairness, the Eagles sorely missed
Schill, who was sitting out a game
as punishment for his fight in the
RPI bash. Also, Toz wasn't his
usual self, playing with a stiff
LOST? In Treasurer's office-Friday, Feb. 6 between 4:30 and 5:00, 8 brace on his left knee. These two,
interview manuals-"Study of Rural and City Life"- Please return to perhaps more than any others, are
Institute of Human Sciences, McGuinn sth floor. Important and the kind of players who can force
a team like BU to adjust to their
confidential material.
own style of play, rather than vice
versa as happened last night.
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52 PICK-UP.Goalie Jim Barton does the splits in thwarting center Dick
Toomey. Photos by George Rizer.
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Dryden gone but...
The Beanpot is over, the Eagles are coming down the stretch and
have five major games in the remaining three weeks of the regular
season. Three are away, including Cornell on the 14th, and the
precipitous trips to Clarkson and St. Lawrence on the following
weekend; the home games are Providence on the 18th and BU on the
25th.
Saturday night at Ithica, BC will face Cornell in a showdown of the
top two teams in the ECAC standings. Once again, the Big Red is
unbeaten at 13-0, and the word is that they are playing better as a team
than they did with former goalie Ken Dryden. Coach Ned Harkness was
always angered by the belief that it was Dryden that kept Cornell on
top and seems to have vowed to show this season that he can still bring
Cornell home in first.
He has his team playing two-way hockey, with devastatingly
effective forechecking; as a result, Brian Cropper, Dryden's successor,
has given up only 19 goals, or 1.58 in 12 games, while Cornell has
scored 72. The Red may thus be tougher than ever tobeat?but the fact
remains that Dryden is gone?and that does mean something. Perhaps
that meaning is mostly psychological but that's an important factor
when you consider what Dryden bodes.
His presence was overwhelming?physically so at 6'3, 215, but that
was only the beginning. It really is impossible to compare goalies to
skaters, so to say that Dryden is the best hockey player of the last
several years means nothing. But no one has come so near to
dominating the game the way he did-every game he played in. In the
three years Dryden played, Cornell'srecord was 76-4-1.
Typical was the BC-Cornell game at the Heights last year: the Eagles
trailed 4-1 in the third period when they took control of play, keeping
the puck in the Cornell end for virtually all of the last fifteen minutes
of the game. They scored once on a screen shot and once on a
deflection at the edge of the crease, but could not beat Dryden on any
play on which he could even see the puck. They lost 4-3. It was things
like that that created a "Dryden mystique" and went a good way
toward giving Cornell an extra edge before the game started.
So this year it seemed that while Cornell was still to be feared,
they'd be human again?you could go out to play them without the
implacable Dryden making the whole effort seem futile. Before the
season began, Harvard was rated number one, with Cornell second. Fat
chance. For three years Ned Harkness had been saying that the Big Red
could win the East even without Dryden, which was dismissed as a
thing coaches of teams with super-stars are wont to say.
But something else was being said two and three years ago-and not
by Harkness. That was that the best team in the East was Cornell, and
that the second best was the Cornell frosh. The graduates of those
teams, coupled with Harkness' re-styling of Cornell's play, and?one is
tempted to see this as the primary factor-Harkness' solid determination
to stay atop the East without Dryden, leaves the Big Red in their usual
state, i.e., unbeaten.
(continued on page 18)

